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THE BAGPIPE BEFORE 1600: HISTORY, ORIGINS, AND SCHOLARSHIP WITH SPECIAL INTEREST IN BRITAIN

The bagpipe is so interwoven into the tapestry of

his-

tory that it appears to have been used at one time or another in every single European, ·Middle Eastern, North
African, and Asian country.

The weave becomes more intr-

cate when one considerS

a majority of these areas can

th~:J;

trace the bagpipe to the very depths of their antiquity and
proudly proclaim themselves the most important innovator, if
not the actual creator.

These disagreements in possession

of birthrights--along with other conflicts, unique and nonunique to bagpipe organology, make the study of bagpipes one
of the most controversial subjects in modern musicology.1
On its own, the bagpipe is one of the most versatile
and stubborn instruments known to man.

It stability is evi-

dent all through the Middle Ages, especially as manifested
by paintings and other physical evidence that remain from
that era. 2
The usual bagpipe depicted in the pictures resemble our modern folk bagpipes s9 closely that it is
thpught quite safe to assume that they were similar in other
aspects also.
This

prote~D

Yet, the bagpipe is constantly changing,
nature is manifested by the existence of hundreds

of folk and cultural variations

ext~Dt

in the world today,

and, these rr.odern variations are merely the tip of this his-

2

tori cal iceberG.
The development of musical instruments are conditioned
at first by two lJasic

probl~ms.

'rhesc are i he problems of

how to susta.in a musical tonI) anu then how
enour;h to be heard.

mal",) it louel

"0

'I'he questions of sca.le, harmony and

{eclmique can only be approached after a solution to 'these
",VIO

basic problems are found.

'i he ba@ipe was one instru-

ment with a rather unique solution to both problems.

It

solved, also, the difficuliy of maintaining the flow of
"J
.1e so IU:lon
i'
was,

r.1usic.

the

~[0Y

0

f course, ih".. bag.

J

to the main characteristic of bac;pipinff:

~reath.4

continues While the performer takes a
2,l1van", ages of

~,he

'.I

he bar; is
the sound

However, the

baf.\ are balanced vii 1.h th0 disadvantages.

ho c:reatest handicap of use of a bar; is that the musician
has no dircc't cOlylrol over 1 iJ.1ore, dynamics, or articulation.
"an~

Unfortunately, these are ihree of the mos i

impor-

iools of musical expression for a musician.
The British Isles, lih:' the bac;pipe, also have a ten-

dency ':

0

be versatile and stubborn.

bai1:pipc re'; ained

j .. [s

Perhaps' this is Why the

status longer in these isl;mdfJ

anywhere else in! he \'!orlrl..

In fact,

'i

han

the Scot tisll Highland

ba@ipe, +he infamous piob mhar, which is basicallj' a folk
species, has becom!') 'ihe Vlorld bagpipe.

\-ihen one thinks of

, lilhor
-- of i he rustic
bac:pjpes, very rar(,ly is it not '\ he pioo
HirUander.5

----------'==--

3

,

/

To challenge the piob mhor's ascendency, many revivals
of localized
bagpipes have crept up through the years--yet,
<>

,

"

if one looks closer he finds that the piob mhor is only more
1movm because of Sir
perialism.

\~al ter

Scott and nineteenth ccntury im-

There are musicians today playing their own na-

tive bagpipes that arc not part of any revival movement.
They are part of an unbroken tradition that goes back to
whcn the bagpipe was first introduced into that specific
area or cOill1ry--whether it be Scotland, England, Ireland,
France, Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia, Russia, India, Poland,
Greece, Czechoslovalda, or some other less obvious country. 6
,I.

' .

•

•

'

'lhe extQnt folk bagplpes left In the worlel are ample
proof of the widespread popularity the bagpipes must have
had in the Ciddle Ages.

Perhaps it was that tendency to

avoid personal expression in the Middle Ages that made the
bagpipe a popular and hence, a constant companion in the
literature, the paintings, and the architecture of the
period.?

Its popularity is confirmed by its enclosure in

the miniatures of the

C~N'rIGAS

DE SANTA lVlAHIA. 8

Collected

in the thirteenth century by King Alfonso the Wise of

,

Castile (1252-128 L,) , the CANTIGAS DE SAN'I'A MARIA is illustrated within by woodcuts of musical scenes.

Included in

these assorted scenes are forty illustrations of musicians
practicing their trade.

'i'he manuscript forms the most com-

.
.}

p10te collection of popular Spanish music from ihp. thir-

""
Unforhmately, the CANTIGAS
DE SANTA

teemL h ceniury. 9
~ARIA

suffers from the same malady as most written records

of tha'L age..

~

he records are simply mort; concerned with the

dealings and acti vi ties of the court ',:han with the ordinary
life of the countryside.

'rhUS, what we can glean from the

written sources tend to be j..gnorant of or biased against the
contemporar~'

folk developmr:nt of 1 he bagpipe in the country-

sidr, .
nurin[ v/hat

"I

vnl.S

0 b~

la-i cr named the

l\rr-; lilli

iqua

(micl-tl'lelr-t h century), the winds of change blew at a e;ale
force.

,'Jestern Europe slolVly started to establish what

would be called by its descendents the a@;e of '\ he Goth.
heralded in a s1yle,

"~,he

It

Gothic', which \'lestern Civili-

zation is still beinG influenced by.

A wave of new instru-

rnents)and old instruments played in new ways,sVlamped the
area.

'l'he bagpipe was the fullest expression of Cothic

inventiveness in respects to the wind instruments
riddle, ses ,10
'I

I;y

'Lhe

,1'8

of the

l~ova advent, these instrumcmts of

he Gothic era began a process of dialect ic change.

Some

instruments were totally rejRcted by the new art music and

a': hers were adopted and nurtured.

': he bagpipe lost jJs

previous er.,inc:nt position as many other instruments did. 11
The new cri'; orion Vias 1,he ability to par! icipate in \!J1rugr:ed

5

polyphony and regardless of the bagpipes frequent appearance
in paintinGs and lists along with other instruments, it is
extremely difficult to conceive how the barr-pipe could have
been a satisfactory instrument for polyphonic r.Jusic. 12
The word bagpipe is a generic name for instruments
which have at least one reed pipe attached to a wind-bag
from which air is blovm into the pipe(s).

Bagpipes are

divided immediately into two specific sub-groups.

~he

first

concerns those ba€',pipes whose bag is inflated by lung power
and the second concerns those bagpipes whose bag is infl1l-ted
by bell.ows which are operated by the arm.

Further divisions

can be based on any of the following:
(a)

kind of reedpipe

drone, chanter, or
regulator;

(b)

number of each kind of reedpipe

double

chanter, double drones,
etc. ;

(c)

type of drone

cylinder with slides,
shuttle-type, etc.:

( d)

kind of reeds

(e)

type of bore

( f)

type of chanter

single or double;
cylindrical or conical;
open or closed, double
or single, etc.:

(g)

number of finGer-holes and keys, if any: and,

(h)

scalc' and pGculiari ties of playing technique.

6

The main divisions in modern musicology, however, are
based on the type of bore and type of reed used within th8
chanter.

'l'hc chanter is the reedpipe which serves as the

melody pipe.

With th8se as the determining factors, two

classes of baGpipes stand out.

These are those with

chanters of a cylindrical bore and sine;le reed, and, those
wi th a conical (expanding) bore and double reed.

'rhe

cylindrical bore and single reed class includes the elementary baG:pipes found in l\sia and North Africa, and all of the
European baGpip8s east of Germany and Italy.

'i'he conical

bore and double reed class include all of the typical Western European bagpipes, including Italy; which has the good
fortLme of having both classes of bagpipe played throue;hout
the cow1try.13
The variety and many times conflicting ways that one
could divide up the baRPipe kingdom had led many a
musicologist into utter confusion, if not the deepest depths
of d0spair.

~Ji th

a dark cloud of frustration hanGing over

his musical soul, Anthony Baines once wrote rather defeatedly, "The baf,pipes of western Europe is not an easy r.;roup to
define organologically beyond stating the fact that a
double reed is used in chanters and a single reed in drones
(with an exception).,,14

It appears that the only way one

can approach any true study of bagpipes is to approach them

7

on

individual rcr.;ional basis.

aD

'rhis means that one

reGional type of bagpipe may have more in common with a
foreiGn non-bar,ged reed than in the bagged reed across the
riv,~r.

The variety of bores, reeds, chanters, drones, fin-

gp.rholes, methods of insufflation, and the variety of
arranging them on one sinGle instrument ma],c the bagpipes
a typologically complex Group.
There are approximately thirty distinct European
typoloGical I';roups of bagpipes I'li th many others in the l':id-

'"

dIe East, Asia and Horth Africa.

Of those thirty kinds,

the historical interrelationships are basically unknown,
even thouC;h similarities between one species and anothp.r are
apparrmt.

Through years of research into the typology

problem inherent in bagpipe organology, most musicologists
have surnmdered to applying the general reed instrument
classes to the individual regional varieties of bagpipe.
These are also according to the type of bore and' lcind of
reed.

The first group is the cylindrical bore and double

reed.

In the non- bam:;ed world these include the crurnhorn

and rac1:et.

In the bagpipe Vlorld these include the l'rench

musette, the Northurnbrian small-pipes, and the Scottish
small-pipes (not to be confused with the Highland bagpipe-...
/
piob mhor). The second group is the conical bore and double
reed.

';'ho COlOI11on woodwinds represented in this class are

the shawm and oboe.

'1 he bar;pj pes included in this classing

8

arC' the Prench cornemv.se. Drittany and Spain's baGpipes. the
Scottish

Hif~r.land

ba~pipc,

(Union)

and l.owland ba,n:pipes, the lrif;h Uileann

the Scottish Hybrid-Union bagpipe, the

Italian Zampo.91a, o.nrl the now ,"xtinct Northern European
ba.,;pipe--oncc very popular in the

r.~iddle

Ages.

'lhe third

r:roup is the cylindrical bore and single reed.

" his is the

category of the chalumeau and modern clarinet.

Bagpipes in

this division are characteristic of Central and

~astcrn

Europe.

It

J~oh emian

(ludy. o.nd rultarian -I·'ac edonian EO. j do. .

~ncludes

such bafPipcs as the Folish koza.
'I'he final

r:roup. the fourth. is that of the conical bore and single
reed.

Being the rarest combination in· the wooclwind world.

these are represented by the saxophone and tarogato.

In the

bagpipe family these are also the rarest combination.

The

only types fOlmd are the Dule;arian varieties. 15
At least six other varities of bagpipe have been
known in the British Isles .16

'J heir survivors are present

only in Ireland, Scotland. and Northumberland.

vvhile the

baF,pipe died out or became a backwoods foll< instrument ignored. by the masses in the rest of the worlrl, the bat';pipes
of the British Isles went from strength to strength.

On the

island of Britain itself, the existence of the Highland
bagpipe and the Northumbrian small-pipes in such secure
numbers attest to th9 fact that somewhere along the long

9

march of time, Britain won the title of possession of the
bagpipos by defauli:.

Northumberland leept alive the concept

,

/

of chamber ba,<spipDs while the piob Inhor r;ave to the world
Piobaireachd, a musical form as valid and worthy as any
sonata or raga.

In Wales and in southern England the bag-

pipes went fallow and then eventually died out by the nineteen th century.

'Hales had an active bagpipe culture (luring

the l."idclle

but it was England that apparcmtly intro-

A~;es,

due cd and disseminated t.he bar;pipe into 8ach and every
island in thr. Eri tish Isles.
massive.

'!

he Ii tDrary evidence alone is

Almost each country had their own

10C8.1

variation.

In the sixteenth century the \',Jorcestershire, Lincolnshire,
Lancashire, and the Nottinghamshire bagpipes Gained a popularity which few instruments achieve.
A few contemporary scholars beli8ve the baGpipe to be
a very ancient instrument.

This was once the consensus of

thoue:ht, but mocJ.orn scholarship has strayed from it.
Al thour.;h thp. OXFORD COI',PANION '1'0 I.'iUSIC· s 1970 edi tion 17
still ar;rees with the au~hor's 1952 remark that. "forms of
.
~18
the baGpipe have eXlsted for at least 3,000 years.
The
majorit.y of modern scholars concerned with the oriEins of
the bagpipe are skeptical.

Even those who want to favour it

do so cautiously,19 as to not talce a rigid stand that. might
be by the next year considered very wrong. 20 This slcopti-

(;:lrn"'l

. ~ '0

LI

:J

11! 1)

· .... e I lqOI J.\rloJ Aq p~~ J.l1oJd 'dO Aew 1 [? I Jril p~"

,t III

.

'1'"

I!"'''
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cisr.1, however, does not

mal~e

them refrain from introducing.

supporting ane. expounding on their own theorins.
'1'he bagpipe in Antiquity has four main e;roup;; of evidcnc~.

'; hese are those concerninG the Hittites,

finds, Biblical references, and the Creeks.

~.hp.

Susa

In the early

19008 John narstanr; unearthed a relief from a Hi'l:ti te palace
at :::yu'c.

He dated it 1300 D.C.E. and said he could see a

rcpres('nta'rion of a bavpipe on it. 21

In 1968 this find Vias

clted as the earliest evidence of the baGpipes existence,
but '1'110 statemrmt was civen the disclaimer of "the design is
so Vlorn and va:ue that no one can really be surp what it is
,,22
suppose d t 0 represen t .
In 1970 the· OXFORD Cot.:PAI'lI ON TO

,

r.~USIC,

to strengt.hen its stand on 1he age of the bagpipers)

said, "there arc in existence Hittite carvin/Is that defini tely prove its rbai:.pipes] us," a thousand years before
Chris1:. ,,23

'r'he most recent opinion on the Hi tti te finds

was tab:m in 1975.

1'his stand refers to the relief as a

"shadowy sue;cestion of a baGpipe" centuriE:s before the
advent of

th(~

Chri stian

"1'0..

Dut once again one finds the

cautious disclaimer, "even if these references arc accepted
as having a factual basis, the instrument must have been of
quite localized use, and probably rustic; for it failed to
influence the mainstream of the development of the bagpipe. "a.'l
The modern scholarship of the! late 19608 and early 1970s

11

seem to want to accept the Hittite finds yet also want to
all the proverbial bases covered just in case the

~eep

strong anti-Antiquity party ever eet control of thc
orr;anoloEY c1oc;ma once ac;ain.

It 110 significant that all of

the three quoted above vertually ignore Curt Sachs' views on
that specific subject.

This comes as no surprise v/hen one

considers that Sachs was the unchallenged leader of the
anti-Antiquity party of bagpipe ore;anology.

As early as

19 1-10 Sachs' stand on the Hi tti te finds were very plain and
in "nglish.

He wrote, "on a relief from the thirteenth

century p.C., helone:in{'; to the Hittite l"alnc? at Eyuk, all
too eager students have

ima~ined

they detected 1.he earliest

ba[pipe; in reality, the ba(" is an animal offering, and the
t'ilO

'pipes' are ribbons hanging down from the two strings of

a lute carried befor" it.,,25
'1'his type of occurance is common in bagpipe organology.

1 he moods and fads of an era somehow g,,,t swept up

into the methodoloC;Y.

Soon, all one seems to be reading is

someone else's cultural preferences for that moment.

This

\'Ias very 1rue durinc t hp. Victorj an age when the Gaelic
School of thou[;ht was willing to go to its death rather than
admit nothing less than the Scottish Highland bagpipe being
a totally Celtic instrument. 26
The Susa finds concern a terracota firurine that was

12

discovered during the turn of t.he last century.

It has

be'ln dated 1:he the oi(;hth century B.C.E. and most of the
research clone on it has been done by Kathleen Schlessinger. <17
Very few people currently support the terracotas as conclusive proof of the existence of pre-Christian Era bar,pipf;s.
However, thf) discussion of them can lead to an

intercstin~

tanr,ent concerning possible stages of dcvl'lopr:lent for the
bagpipe or even si.milar, yet distinctly differing, instrur\ents of the baspipe genus.

Descriptions of the i.erracotas

always stress the absence of a blow-pipe for the fi.gurine.
For many that is 't.he fi,nal proof that destroys its chances
of being a real bagpipe.
J.. 1.

Others have ittempted to explain

away, 28 ye"1. none scem to correlate it with other similar

finds.

[Iiscoveries of bagpipe-ish instruments with no blow-

pipes are not what one could call common but nor is it that
which you could call uncommon.
There are a series of Alexandrian terracotas from the
first century

lJ. C .:~.

belonging to the reigns of I'tolemy VIII

to rtolemy :'.

One of the fir:urines shol'l what is basically a

on.-man bro1U.

The man is playing a large syrinx (panpipe)

wi th his right hand, a bag Vii th his left arm, holding
(not fingering) a pipe which protrudes from the bag with his
left hanel, and is working a wooden clapper with his feet. 29
There. arc no appar"ent means of inflatinc; the bag during per-

13

formance so it was probably a very primitive and rudimentary
instrument i-hat was limited in its use.

Possibly the com-

bination of syrinx and bae; drone was common.

This idea '08-

com8s more attractive after one diseovers what can 'or. found
by any explorer of the shire museum in Gloucester.

In this

r,:useum is an altar of limestone which dates to the Roman
occupation.

This altar tas a crudely carved fiBure of the

god Aty:> playinr; tho panpipes and accompanyin!:, himself
8_ ba.~-blo\'m

drone.

I-I. is

remar]~ably

Vii

7.h

similar to the syrinx

ancl lJaC (irone of the ll1E",-anclrian telTilcota fieurines.

'I'he

n ..;; t (-l1Countor with a baEPip0. without a bloV/-pip0. is in the
Psalter from Yor]c which is currently
of rlasffow.

held by tho University

The Psalter dates back to the twclfth century

I3.C.E. and it shOl'!S an illumination of ':inC David playinS!, a
harp whj Ie b8in!; Dccop,panied 1,y othor musicians. 30

Gne of

-I he musici8Jn: is playin'3 a ba,n:pipe wi thou'_ a blowpipe.
Finally, the last oncoun-Ier is v/ith an illumination in a
collection of

SOll[;S

of Zurich from ,he beginning of the

fourteenth C2J'l"ury 1.C.:,:.31
<1,'.0 one of them bein::;

Co

It shows a c:roup of musicians

bar;piper d_ thout a blow-pipe. 32

'rhe above exampl"s arc in no way exhaustive but finding a logical proGression as such makes one's imagination
beGin to churn.

Francis Galpin'S argument of artist purpose 33

. will always bo a valid point in the examination of the

painted and sculph!red evidence, yet t.he idea of a bag drone
appearin~

before a

:\ 1art=:n
s~rum"lnt

ba~pipe

8.~ount

is vAry appealinG,

3/0.•

of contro ersy orbits around

in-

calIco ihe sumponiah (f'ymphonia) in t.he Book of

T'llnh;l in the Hi ble (chapter 1.hree, vcrs,; five),
r.~ent VI8.E:

tlF~

'I'he instru-

r"fer"o t.o as being in Nebuchadnezzar's orchr"stra

and in the "ine; James Version it is translated as dulcimer,
Refering to 'this Prancis Galpin, rather cautiously wrote in
1910 that "the \'ford in t.he ori[!,i.nal is symphonia, which is
far Hlore li!cely to have boen the bar;pipe." 35

'i

wenty-sevc;n

years later he wrote, "It is' also very doubtful whQther the
symphonia mentioned in the Dook of Daniel and translated
'clulcinwr' \'las really a bagpipe." 36

'Ehis change in dee;rees

of r.licldJJ'-of-the-l'oadn0ss (' litely to have, been' to 'very
doubtful') r,lar!,en i.he IflfJt battle of a war jusi' as vicious
and just as
Roses.

by private invitation only as the

~Jar

of the

It looked for a while as if people would actually

be willing to die for their belief in thE'! Daniel-bagpipe,
but vlhen th0 C8.non rrancis ('alpin admi t1;(,d that he 100 was
doubtful, ii

~£s

only a matter of 1.ime before the majority

ae1.n',i t1:0.(1 to their· doubts.
Curt Sachs.

lJut doubt was not good enough for

Three years after Galpin's confession of

doubt, Sachs firmly stated that Nebuchadnezzar definitely
(1j

,1 ,not have any ba"pipros,

He add'lcl too, ·that the instru-

mem'c had never 8zistecl at all in J;;raol or in classic

15

Greecr, in anyiype of form or variation)7

His assurance of

his d"cision call.{!ht .; h" eyes of many future

follow,~rs.

One

of ille most recent is Francis Collinson, WhO roforod to
Galpin's claim as "a claim which Sachs dernolisr.es con-

vil~cin[';lY, ,,38

I t is nice to know, +,houe;h, that i,he school

of doubt which Galpin created in 1940 continues on.
example vioul(l have to be liilliaJII f\. Cocks'
b2.~:JJipes

An

articlr, on

in the fiflh cdi'; ion of GROVE'S DIC'i IOtlM,Y OF rUSIC

M:D r,·USICIAriS.

H" writes, "It has been supposed by some

scholars 'llla1', 'l he, dulcimer rr!r,ntionc,d in the bool: of Daniel
was in reality a bacpipe, but this supposition appears to
he more

c;U~'.ssVlorl(,

and the point remains undncided."

He

then hints at the main item of proof that the traditional
naniel-bagpipers have to offer:

the similarities of the

Aramaic vlOrd sumponyah to th8 I talian bagpipe name zampogna.
Cocks neither supports the proof nor does he make a comment
on how stupid a proof it can appear to be-- a point which
Sachs makes incredibly clear.

Cocles merely writes, "this

al~JO is s8.id to hav,; no justification." 39
Concerning references to bagpipes in the New Testiment
I could find none.

Alexander Duncan Fraser re:fer.s to ba&:pipes

in the prodigal son parable, but off all the translations
I have lool.ed throuE';h
alluc1in~;

to bf}Gpipns.

/.j·O

I have found nothinc; stating or even
An author in 1968 cornmentec1 how fas-

16

cinatinc; it I'las .to "speculate whether Jesus heard a bagpipe,
for it is just about this time that we can be sun, it was
beinr; plaYNJ somewhcr"

.

around the r.ledJ.terranean."

lf1

If the

bagpipes are mentioi18d somev/here in tho New 'festiment, I am
not th8 only one who doos not know about it.
'i'h" Grc!ek connections to bagpipes before thr, Christian
Era can bo rouGhly divided into two main topics:

the

myrotery of the askaulos and the mystery of the 1\rh;tophanes
plays.
it.

'I'here if; one exception to this and I I'lill be{,;in with

In 1937, Prancis Galpin wrote "In some form or other, ••

. . . . . . . . it

I}.he bagpip'] was ]~nown to the Greeks in the
.

fifth century B.C. under the name Physallis."

~I,2

Comment on

this is v8ry difficult since I have not seen any other

cvnn

C0j1.C"2l""Tlin.'~ -I

h:: name I-'hysallis.

this' incluc1c'!s "trl0

wri tin,,::s of Canon C:al:(Jin t,irnself and the subsr;quont Galpin
::;oci,,""Y.

If Calpin had Gone t.o the trounlc to have sub-

stantiated his Claim, it perhaps would have throl'm baepipe
orGanolo,:'.~r

into anoth,,:c controvc!rsy to run deep in'.-o

i

he

souls of musieolo,zists, but since " he claim is nei thor
expo~lded

on nor a source eivon for it, it has basically

been ic;nored completely by mainstream bagpipe organologists .
. Somewhere alone; the line, the askaulos was decided to
be an ancient C:reelc bagpipe.

'.0

the satisfaction of many
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musicologists it is accoptea that the askaulos (Greel; for
bar:; pipp.) liaS a nal,1p.
C .:'.) !,"av~ ~

0

'1

hat '1 he po'-"!t .:artial (first century

a n8VI instnment 1:ho.t was mal~inc the rOlmds in

.

Rome of h1S day.

I, J

~

Since Greek was ;;he intellectual langu

ar;e of ancient Rome, as Latin was the intellectual lan{(uage
of medieval Europe, this seems to be a :fair assumption.
many it vias evident.

'J

0

Charles !Jurney in 1789 mentioned that

the aS 1raulos vias "a Roman invention with a Creek name; a
piece of affec1ion that was frequently practised about the
1,.1., Q.
lim.8 of ~lero. Creek was the French of the Romans."
" he
f:lct that such a respected man like Charles Durney vias not
believed is obvious..

This is obvious riot 1:hrough actual

people a<Jmi t·tinC on paper that the aslcaulos l'/as Greel{ but
throuGh other people
not Creel,.

In a rare

~.ryin:'!.

to prove tha1. '1 he askaulos was

disappoin1.in~

mom"nt, Curt Sachs only

mentions Lnrtial usinf: a Gr0.o1i:: Vlord in a Latin 8pic;ram
.
I.,hi,
mean in.:; bag]11pf'r.
1 e mentions not what he believes the
asl;auloE;' orie;in to be--such as whether Creek or Roman, he
just uses it in a case for the definite
bagpipe in t.he first century C.E.
the HARVARD

DIC'~

exis~ence

of the

Four years after

~achs,

IOl:ARY 0[0' r:.USJC tool, a definite stand.

In

the 1941., edition it says conclusively that the ba8Pipe Vias
not Imovm to the Dabylonians, Jews and·Crp.eks. 45
C'8UIKIS

In 1968,

r:acHeill gave one of lhe best reasons aGainst the

18

Gr0',}:: connection by wri ting, "There is no evidence that the
Gre.(01,s ... had the bac;pipc, an (1 it is unlikely that they
th,~

\':oulrl have; used

instrument without leavinG SOGle trace
v6
in their literature, paintings or sculpture." '
~ith

all the above in mind, it is amazinR that only 181

y',ars after Durney, 26 years after the HARVARD DIC'l'IONARY,
and 2 years after fiaclleill's PIOBAIREACHD book, that the
OyrORD

CO~PANION

TO

~USIC

in its tenth edition (1970) would

define the askaulos as beine: an ancient Gree)r instrument. 47
It is no wonder them that Collinson took a very Sachsian
turn in 1975.

Collinson I'/rote, "One musicoloGist has rather

amazingly deduced from this

[the Gree)( name]

and from the

fact that Greece lay to the cast of Rome and had colonial
set tlem()lr~3 in Asia ['1inor, ·"l1a t the askaulos, the bagpipe,
must have come from the East, which is about as irrational
as

ourselves sayin['; the same of the telegraph and the
48
telephone and other such GreeJ<-deri ved nam0s."
W8

'The Aristophanes plays of LYSISTRATA (line 12 Lf2) and
ACHARNIANS (line 862) ma 1«? what could be taten to mean that
squeezed blal.ters were sometimes used as wind-reservoirs
for reeded pipes.
some pcople

1f9

,

If they were really what they seem to

that would push the bagpipe into the Greece

of the fourth or third centuries B.C.E.

ihere is very

little evidanc(), however, and it seems to be a matter of

19

~he

who has

better inacination, than who has the better

case.
he confusion

-~hat

has becm created concernine; the

oril"in of the baGpipe may be the result of an initial confusion.

'he problem seell's

~co

be hin-I ed at by Emmanu81

I'lint erni t z v/hen hn Vlrot e, "'l'he bagpi pe .

. is in timbre

the count,8rpart of thn ancient Gree], aulos or Roman tibia,
for its soundinc; pipes, the chanter and t he drone), are
fitted

\'/i 1.;1

l'nnrls li " 3 ':-he aulos and produce a

'r"'ec1~"

blGa 1 in;,;

0;0

-l imbre." ~

']1<)

similar

bacpipe fills a precon-

ceived role so well, that it is difficult 'to conceive any
Reedpi~es

other instrument; replacinG it.
been in

nxist~nceover

the baG principle.
antiquity.

3,000 years before the discovery of

:h0. reedpipe was the instrument of

':Jo hav,) sculptures ancJ physical remains of

pipes over If,ooo yr,ars old.

Perhaps it is Illerely confusing
cv~ry7hin:.:~

rccctpipc for baEpip:: 1.:hich is makinr;
ca; c c' .

Ill"

he

CJ~C i

;-erm pip0rs

(~v:cin:::

II: hr;

so cOl1q;li-

'-'rt v.'or-In, lyra covld mecll1 any pluckp.d

ins rlll)<'n~ c:..n(~ --:jtia (;ouJ()

plDyec:l on

are known to have

IV'2.l'l

~llY

tlO\"ll1

inS"trUIJ1(':nt.

51

'~he

-I he: r,jiddl0 J\f.es could mean anyone who

shaVlITl, \.'aygh-t., qu.hisscl,

or drone-pipe.

II 52

',he designation of pipes in a Shakespeare play could mean
equally the pipe (as in tabor), hautboy, cornett, recorder,
or las I~ly a bar';pipe)3

(~;"',..,

· ... ·0

II

~1111)

··... ('1

lUDIJl,.loj

In con temporary England, th," word

An

tl;)

,11t"'llrl

~n

,(P'u

10 . . "'""

..
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pip"r is not restricted to ba[-;pipcr, yet in Scotland it is.
!even the

;;;n,,;li~h

vlord pipe is ambic;uous and not ah.'::J.ys

associated with a reeded instrument.

With tllis in mind,

it

is understandable how early baGPipe historians mistook the
pipes

mention,,~d

in the Irish Erehon Laws (5th century C.E.)
~'Ielsh

and t.he ancient

Laws (10th century C.E.)

i 0

be bac;-

pipes and not mArely reedpipcs.
~Iith

the question of

ori~in

still not conclusive,

many musicolo,a;ists have proceeded to accept certain theories

"

and attempt to win support for them by special attributes
inherent in 1:he baG})ip8 itself.

The main contentions seem

to divide themselves up into four main groups:

Eastern

origin, Sumerian Plain origin, Egyptian origin, and
Regional origin.
, he Eastern ori(';in stance is by far the most popular.
':Ii thin it,

i

hou[';h, there are certain ambit;ui ti es vlhich can

only be sorted out by dividing 'l his categaory into four
sub-headin{Ss.

. hese are Oriental, Asian, I'lear Eastern

(urban/pastoral), and Arabo-Islamic.

As one can immediate-

ly sec, all the sub-headin[':s could mean each other and more.
The sub-headinGs were chosen according to the choice of the
indiviGual authors of the sources I am citing.

It is true

that a few would refer to exactly 'Lhe same development as
being Orinnial while o1.hers discussinc; the exact same thing

21

Eas" nrn as

meanin~

Asia I;inor, ':he Orient as Asia IJlus

.sia ;'inor and Jl.sia as

sia.

'fhe i\rabo-Islamic influence

is rr8ater 'han Asia rinor, but no':, ",he same as 'I he Orien1 .
~'he

Sumerian Flain is considnrcd non-Eastern lJ8causc of its

intimate connpction with the Ce11ic migrations.
'he Ori8n tal-Eastern position is held together by two
~heorics

on \'Ihy there is a conne¢'lion.

'['he first is based

upon the rrreat varie",y of wind instruments used by Eastern
hi s has proven t.o be as, true in an tiqui ", y as in

cultures.

today by such physical evidence as bas-reliefs and other
,

'~I-J.

representations.

J

If the bagpipe is an equal with such

instruments which existed in antiquity-- it should be safe
"0.

assunw lha'; ':he bagpipe 'Iravelled t.he trip 'throuGh time

wi th Ihem.

': ho sceond clue is tha'l

the bagpip() drone

harmony has more in common with Eastern music ';'han with
\'Jestern music. 55

Karl Geiringer men", ions that, 'lhe bagpipe

'ha i: was used in ·the Homan army was an oricn tal one 56 ,

and

Sibyl Larcll.se s1 ates '\ ha; '\ he bagpipe is definitely of

t1Eas"Lern parentage.

lI

~7
..)

'rhe contenders of the Asiatic ori13in follow just about
the same suit as the Orient originers.
main reason for o",lL'lvinc; what they do.
such.

-'n

II

~he

Gaipin puts it as

"T-:- is prGsumably of Asiatic origin,

::'It'''l

,

'1",1""1

'\

,,~,

.11

,""

-

Asiatic have one

II

vlri tes Galpin t

"if inference may be drawn from the simpl·e forms of the instruments still in use on that continent. 58
so

m~ny

Since Asia has

primitive bagpipes around, it is logical to assume

Asia is where the bagpipe originated.

Curt Sachs states

that the bagpipe must have been recently imported from
Asia 59 ·and Frank Harrison and J. Westrup feel it was probablyof Asiatic origin.

60

Emanuel Winternitz seems to be the
He wrbtel pithily,

only one who takes a definite stand.

"the bagpipe came to Europe from Asia.,,61
The Near Eastern supporters use two reasons for the
support of their stand.
bagpipe would be

~ore

The first is a theory that the

apt to develop where the reed is not

held between the lips of the player, but when taken entirely into the mouth.

62

The theory also takes in those

in-

struments where gourds and horns appear to cover the reed.
These instruments are seen as the intermediate stage between
mouth and bag.

Since the Near East is very famous for this

type of reed playing (mouth covering reed), it seems that
if the theory is correct, then the Near East would have the
advantage for discovering a bagpipe.

The second reason re-

sembles the second reason for support of the Oriental stand,
yet this is no surprise since the Near East is in the
·Orient.

The reason is that since the bagpipe provides the

drone type of· two part music, which seems to be the most

------
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popular type in the East, then it follows that perhaps the
bagpipes were 9re~ted there. 6J A healthy supporter of the
Near Eastern origin is Anthony Baines.

Yet in his simple

statement of his belief he lets loose a potential bombshell.

In 1961, ·a year after his book THE BAGPIPES, Baines

mentioned an. idea which did not enter into the previous
book.

Almost as an aside, he wrote, "The shawm, which we

will consider later, and the bagpipe are both reed instruments, probably of urban origin in the Near East shortly
before or soon after the beginning of the Christian Era." 64
The key phrase is 'probably of urban origin'. H~ gives no
clues, no mention of where he developed or received the
idea, or even a direction to source materials.
of urban origin could on

The concept

one hand explain many problems

relating to the origin of the instrument yet it could also
confuse many things relating to the bagpipe in the Middle
Ages.
The pastoral image of the bagpipe is strong.

So

strong indeed, that very few musicologists ever stray from
that idea.

Anthony Baines did just that, but he did it

without making it a strong point.
the same type of thing in 1967.

Emanuel Winternitz did
Although not as agressive,

. ., he basically alludes to the same stand as Baines. He
\
\1rote, "The bagpipe known to antiquity as tibia utricularis,

t·"l~1

1 0(,';; !.l
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was not a pastoral but a sophisticated instrument.,,65
Baines was also refering to the very same tibia utricularis. 66 Winternitz adds, though, that the bagpipe "appears
for the first time in the hands of shepherds in medieval
miniatures, although in a more primi ti ve form." 67

"

'1 his

idea of the eventual denigration of the bagpipe from a
sophisticated

urban instrument to pastoral country

instrument is. supported by Karl Geiri~ger.68 William Cocks
even comments on the curious fact that while the primitive
bagpipes seem to always survive, it is the highly developed
ones that come and go.69
Even though the stand for pastoral origin for bagpipes is quite str0ng, this does not rule out the chance
for urban origi.n in the Middle East.

The·urban Middle East

at the beginning of the Christian Era would be very hard for
a modern Westerner to see as urban.

'the animals and herds

would still be there and many would mistake it as a nomad
camp with permanent buildings.

However, it would still be

urban and offer·a striking contrast to the non-urban world
surrounding it.
Aside from the debate on
shines through the mist.

..

or~g¢ns.

one fact always

This is that the countryman could

make a bagpipe for himself more easily than many of the
other musical instruments of that time.

In the beginning,

_ ...Jt -

(", »

·S·I] !I

> 1'.)

. I <l I
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all instruments had the potential of being made by anyone
who had the urge to do so, but, with the advent of the
urban society, specialization slowly took root and found
its way into musical instrument construction.

Perhaps this

is the reason why the sophisticated bagpipes came and went
with the fads of the upper classes while the lower classes
basically kept the same instrument unchanged for almost a

.

thousand years.

70

The bag is obviously an addition to a

reedpipe.

The reedpipe was a shepherd's instrument for
literally thousands of years. 71 The idea of combining
reedpipes with a bag must have seemed too obvious to herdsmen who used hidebags to contain their water supply.

Doug-

las Kennedy in 1964 wrote that he had observed that "the
bagpipe when seen in its peasant-made form in the mountain
regions of Eastern Europe, looks like an anImal lying on
its back, with its legs sticking out of its blovm-up belly.
A stalker, who could not only look like an animal, but make
the kind of animal sounds of which the bagpipes are capable,
would have an almost unfair advantage over hunters not so
equipped.,,7 2
'lhe bagpipe is useful to the shepherd.

It helps to

guard the sheep73 since th~are taught to grow use to the
strangely

relax~ng

monotone sound while the very same sound

scares away the unsuspecting intruding creatures of the

..
. :

J.

I.

I 1 •i I
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night.

If a mist develops, the bagpipe can be used as a

signaling device for the shepherdsJand alsoJthe sheep, after
properly trained, would gravitate around the source of the
sound. 74 The bagpipe can also be used to help the flocks
feed better. 75

Because the bagpipe had connotations of

being a shepherds instrument in the early Middle Ages, it
was introduced into Christmas music. 76 This is where the
great bagpipe Nativity myth had its inception.

Some bag-

pipes are specially considered intimately linked with
shepherds, such as the cornemuse in France 77 and some Middle
Eastern vari ties.

','he bagpipe and shepherd were already

considered partners in crime by the fifthteenth century.
"The MEMOIRES of Olivier de la Marche and the CHRONIQUE of
Mathieu d'Escouchy describe the Banquet of the Oath of the
Pheasant, at which Philip the Good and the Knights of the
Golden Fleece vowed to undertake a crusade against the
Turks to recover Constantinople, which had fallen to them in
May, 1453 78
~
fit was] held in February 1454 at
Lille."

On the report on the program it was said, "three

little children and a tenor sang a very sweet chanson, and
when they had finished a shepherd played on a bagpipe in
most novel fashion.,,79

'rhe evidence seems to be on the side

of pastoral origins of the bagpipe, but whether this conception took place in the middle of some pastoral flock or
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In the back "of some pseudo-pastoral urban alley is indeterminable.
The final link in the Eastern connection is the AraboPersian influence that used the mighty sword of Islam as its
medium.

But before entering the main stream it is con-

venient to mention the existence of what many consider to
be proof of a Persian bagpipe in the sixth century C.E.
This is quite an exciting find when one puts it in the
historic perspective.

Previous to this find the material

evidence of bagpipes existed for 100 C.E. and then did not
show up again until the eleventh century.

This produced a

historic gap of a thousand years inwhich the bagpipe could
not be accounted for.

On the archway at 'i'ack-i-Bostan,

near Kermanshasin Iran, there are many carved sculptures.
One of these sculptures contain a carved figure of

a

body

with a bagpipe which resembles the drone which accompanied
"
"AI exan d'
th e syrlnx
In
rla. 80

'l'h ese scul
t
d
p ures
were
carve

by Khosroo Purviz who lived ca. 590-ca. 628 C.E.

Yet, like

the tibia utricularis of Rome, these bagpipes of Persia
seem to have dropped out of use and

mom~ntaril1

were for-

gotten tmtil someone rediscovered the scuptures on the
archway.

Regardless of this notarized existence, "many have

susf~pions

of the" bagpipe being an Islamic plot or adopted

and adapted by the Muslims.
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Francis Galpin gives the Muslims the credit for introducing the bagpipe into Spain,81 but considers them only
/

the medium and not the originator.

rhe fact that the CAN-

TIGAS DE SANTA MARIA does highlight a few bagpipes and one
very special one,82 does make the Near Eastern/Arabo-Persian
theory seem a healthy contender for the origin sweepstakes.
However, one must not forget that ArabiS music once on the
bandwagon of Islam, in its turn, absorbed and then carried a
great deal of European contagion. 8 ] Perhaps the bagpipes
/

in the CANTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA is proof of not the Muslims
giving the bagpipes to Spain, but the Muslims taking the
bagpipes from Spain.

This idea will become clearer after
84
the discussion of the Regional Originists theories.
~hat

the bagpipe only appears in Africa where the

Islamic influence was felt could be used in support of
Middle Eastern development,85 but it could also be proof of
how excellent a medium of culture Islam was -- whether this
culture was indigenous or adapted is not known.

The inton-

ationof the chanter has been compared to Arabic and
Persian scales and was found by Alexander John Ellis

86

to

correspond "most nearly with the Arab scale of Zalzal, a
celebrated lutist who died ca. 800 A.D.,,8?

It has also been

suggested that the introduction of the double reeded
chanter took plac·e with the advent of Arab expansionism. 88
Although Sibyl Marcuse has a suspicion that the Romans may
......_.•...•(.';'):)
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have received their bagpipe from Arabo-Persian lands,89 she
states, concerning the double-reed connection, that "the
fact that up to the invention of the clarinet around 1700
no European art-music aerophone with single reed existed
(single reeds were reserved for folk instruments) would tend
to invalidate this theory.,,9 0
The Eastern origin supporters have the most complete
case in current musicology.

Their ideas

that the bagpipe's

origin exists in the East can be simplified to three main
points:
1)

A great variety of wind instruments in all forms

and varities, and, in all forms of evolutionary
exist in the East today.

developmen~

There is ample proof that .the same

menagerie existed in the past;
2)

The harmony inherent in the bagpipe is very·

Eastern in character; and,
J)
~

Islam introduced the bagpipe into many areas, and

Islam was originally a Middle Eastern phenomenon.

However, just because the Eastern origin has the most complete case does not necessarily mean it is true.

Although

the other three origin groups do not have as much evidence,
they do have as much possibility of being correct since
history very rarely leaves

...
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to us in an uncoherent, garbled and confused state.

Be-

cause one man can look at the night sky and'see that a
group of stars resemble a bear does not mean that he is
indeed looking at a bear nor does it guarantee that anyone
else looking at the same stars will see a bear.

~he'need

for other opinions, even if contrary, are needed to define
and explain all things.
In 1910, Fancis Galpin mentioned the Sumerian Plain
as one of the three possible places the bagpipe could have
originated from. 91 By the 1950s, the Sumerian Plain supporters were represented by William Cocks when he wrote his
entry in the fifth edition of GRAVE'S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS.9~

In this article the Celtic tie-in made

William Cocks to accept the probability that the bagpipes
were transmitted from the Sumerian Plain to the east and
west by Celtic

migr~tions.

Sumerian-Celtic connection.

Galpin also supported this
He wrote, "Its introduction

is

attributed by Mr. Henry Balfour93 to the Keltic migration
~rom the East.

It may be so, for in the Sumerian plain

which formed the cradle of our race, the bagpipe has
exisited from time immemorial and spread eastward to Persia
and India and westward to the civilizations of Greece and
Rome, and possibly by the northern route to Britain and
Gaul: ,,94
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Al though the Celtic argument has never been. totally
refuted, it is currently considered by many musicologists
an old wives' tale.

But even Sibyl Marcuse in 1975 accepted

that "independent Celtic origin" was still a valid coniender in explaining some bagpipes. 95

The greatest thing

going against the Celtic origin stand is its historic
reputation.

It has never entirely shed off the mad-Victorian 'Gaelic is Great' school of thought. 96 The school

never really completely died out until after World War
Two,97 and because of this many musicologists blindly
resist the Celtic connection since they feel it is more
mythology and wishful thinking on the part of Celticdescended scholars than with the true investigation of the
availiable facts.

This idea has been challenged passively

in the recent decades of the mid-twentieth century.

Along

with Marcuse's acknowledgement that Celtic origin is still
a possibility, the 1971 English edition of the LAROUSSE
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC presents a potential point in
favour of the Celts. 98 The encyclopedia discusses how the
scale of the Celtic dominated lands are pentatonic and then
ties in the pentatonic bagpipes of Britain. 99

Though they

take no stand, it is obvious that they are trying to at
least present the Celtic connection as a legitimate alternative.

However, standing on its own the observation could
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show how well the Celts adapted the instrument when they
received it externally.l00

The case for Celtic origin has

more going against it in the form of bad publicity than it
does supporting it.

The Celtic origin theory can get new

lifeblood and more supporting

evidenc~

Regional Origin theory.

theory will be discussed after

~his

through the

a short comment on the possibilities of an Egyptian origin.
Reedpipes were one of the major instruments of ancient
Egypt, if not the most popular.

On whether bagpipes

originated in Egypt one gets aggressive "N01"s to lukewarm
"maybe."s.

In 1968, Seumas MacNeill wrote that "there is no

evidence that the Eyptians had the bagpipe, and it is unlikely they would have used the instrument without leaving
some trace in their literature, paintings or scupture.,,101
However, Mr. MacNeill is wrong -- there is evidence in
sculpture.

Francis Collinson cites this when he Wrote "It

is not difficult to guess how and from whence the bag idea
may have come to Rome, for we have seen that it had been
known in Egypt for a hundred years at least as a bag-blown
drone accompanying the syrinx--and Egypt now belonged by.
conquest to the Roman emperor.,,102

The Egyptian connection

is more interlinked with the specific introduction of the
bagpipes.into the British Islands.
mor~ "under that topic . 10 3
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The Regional Origin theory is becoming the most popular theory for current musicologists.

It appeared in the

late 1950s and early 1960s as a rational explanation to
explain why bagpipe organology was in such a confused state
concerning origin.

The idea of re-invention and simul-

taneous discovery does answer many questions concerning the
variety of the types of bagpipes and the unique locations
of these varitions; however, those holding this opinion of
regional origin very rarely agree with their own kind let
alone those not strictly adhering to a straight line
regional theory.104

Regardless of this disunity within the

ranks of supporters; this theory does have a .tinge of logic
about it.

As Seumas MacNeill wrote in 1968, "To graduate

from a one-note whistle to a more sophisticated many-note
pipe is probably not a step involving great insight or
intuition.

It is very likely that from earliest times in-

ventions of this kin~ were going on quite. independently in
many places

to add a bag as a reservoir for air, en-

abling the player to continue the melody while taking a
breathe, was an advance of a

different order of magnitude,

but still this is something which might be discovered and
forgotten and discovered again, quite independently in
time and space.,, 10 5
The logic of the Regional Origin is completely out-
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done, however, by a stand which is more political than
musicological.

This position is definitely the most logical

and rational stand to take after perusal of all the evidence.

This is the Origin Unknown school of thought.

When

pressed, most musicologists--at least the important ones,
lOb

will resort to this as their basic stand and their other
theories suddenly become grain tossed to the wind, or usually educated guesses.~
Apart from Eastern, Sumerian Plain, Egyptian, or
Regional origins, these educated guesses sometimes assume
that the bagpipe evolved from another independently existing
musical instrument.

This means there are some who believe

that the bagpipe came to be on its own not through a pure
and independent evolution.

The two instruments which appear

to qualify for this independently existing.instrument is the
hornpipe and the blatterpipe.
Hornpipes are reedpipes mounted with cowhorn bells to
cover the open reed.

They are very common. over all,of
Europe and are single reeded. 107 Hornpipes have left us a
record less discontinuous than the bagpipe 108 and could be
one of the reasons some bagpipe organologists have taken to
this instrument as being a proto-bagpipe as opposed to the
·bagp~pe

being a proto-hornpipe.

Sibyl

Ma~cuse

sees the'

hornpipe as a proto-bagpipe, but only in respects to the
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idea that the bagpipe had to evolve from a regular open
reed to a baG-covered reed.

She sees the hornpipe as a
missing link .in this evolutionary chain of events. 109 The
common hornpipe comes equipped with a double chanter.

This

implies that simple harmony, unison melodies,. or a drone
and melody could be played on the hornpipe.

The most known

ancient hornpipe was the Phrygian aulos and it was very
popular in Rome.

Descriptions of the Phrygian aulos are
very similar.to the Italian zampogna bagpipe. 110 The horn-

pipe has been viewed by Francis Collinson as the possible
indigenous pipe of Britain.

He even conjectures that it may

have reached Britain before the Romans and was the missing
link between the ancient Egyptian pipes and the native bagpipes of Britain. lll Collinson also ties in the Welsh
pibgorn, a hornpipe with a cap of horn over the reed, with

,

'

the. practice chanter of the piob mhor.

He .believes the

Gaelic feadan to be an instrument

very similar to the practice chanter if not a direct ancestor. ll2 The practice

chanter is a chanter with a capped reed and is used for
practicing fingering.

It lets the bagpipe student learn

fingering without getting confused with the complexities of
bag manipulation'.

The cap keeps the reeds dry and so im. prove the hornpipes performance. llJ This idea was followed
by using a bag with the hornpipe but many disagree whether
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the bagged hornplpe
agplpe
or no t . 114

Regardless of

whether it is a bagpipe or hornpipe, the first recognizable
bag-hornpipe appears in the CANTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA. 115
Anthony Baines says that the bag was added to the hornpipe. because of Western music's abhorrence of the nasal
inhalation teChnique used by the East when dealing with
reeded instruments. 116
The hornpipes' history within Britain is very intimate.
Known under the name of corn-pipe, pibcorn, and pibgorn, the
hornpipe found itself mentioned constantly throughout the
literature of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. 11 ? The
musical form of hornpipe

and the dance can find their

origins from the instrument of the same name.

In the Post-

Renaissance, the hornpipes took on a definite pastoral
nature when they were usually only played by' Welsh and
Scottish shepherds in the eighteenth century.llS
Hornpipes are very similar in some ways to bagpipes and
yet in other ways very dissimilar.

It is this problem which

invite. guesses as to its actual relationship to the bagpipe.

Blatterpipes have basically the same problem but

more crucial since instead of having a real bag, in which a
bag-hornpipe has, a blatterpipe has a blatter.

Is the

difference between blatterpipe and bagpipe organological or
etymological?
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Sibyl Marcuse in MUSICAL IN STRUMENTS:

A COMPRE-

HENSIVE DIC'rIONARY defines the blatterpipe as "a medieval
a simple form of bagpipe in which

woodwind instrument

the bag is replaced by an elastic animal blatter and a
stiffener,

ins~rted

between a short blowpipe and the main

tUbe.,,1l9

She takes the stand that the blatterpipe is a

simple bagpipe and that the twelfth century choros was a
blatterpipe.

She also gives the blatterpipe as evolving in-

to.the crumhorn in the fifteenth century.120
1'he blatterpipe was very popular in the Mfddle Ages.
The pictorial evidence is immense and begins with a few
,,-

appearances in the CANTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA.

Its continuance

into the Renaissance is well documented by Sebastian Vir dung
in his MUSICA GETUTSCHT (1511) and also in Jphn Leyden's
THE COMPLAINT OF SCOTLAND (1548) ,121 •
The blatterpipe still survives in Europe but only as a
toy.122.

In the past it probably varied regionally just as
.

-I-ocl«y-

much as bagpipes obviously

do~

Anthony Baines believes they
may have also had double reeds. 123 Nevertheless, the relationship of blatterpipe to bagpipe, if any. has yet to be
clarified.

All that exists is opinion upon opinion piled

atop of each other.
Francis Galpin supports a connection in the lines of
'
. .,
b agp~pe.
.
124 He also bel~eves
.
' the
bl a'tt erp~pe
as pr~m~t~ve
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twelfth century chorus to be a blatterpipe.

He makes a

connection between hornpipes and blatterpipes by stating
that the

blatterpipe -- "save for the elasticity of the

air reservoir -- is contained in the gourd-pipes of preChristain times.,, 12 5
Although Sibyl Marcuse believes the twelfth century
chorus to be a blatterpipe also, she writes that although
the chorus of the ninth century forgery of Jerome's
fits the blatter-

Epistle to Dardanus' "description

pipe, it is more likely to relate to the bagpipe because
the word pellis, used here, has the meaning of skin or
hide, rather than blatter.,,126

This shows that although the

make of the bag is important in determining whether the
instrument

is a blapper or a bag pipe, the blatterpipe is

still a simple bagpipe and thus an etymological problem and
not an organological one.

Marcuse never sufficiently ex-

plains why the etymological

distinction

is so important

if the blatterpipe is a bagpipe which is specifically
refered to as a simple bagpipe, thus giving enough details
about it in the bagpipe family.
Along with the direct relationship supporters is a
group of musicologists who believe the blatterpipe and bagpipe t'o be related).but indirectly. This group usually gives
the relationship as cousins 127 or as "variety." 128 'j'he
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usual reasoning for this view is that the blatterpipe is
often pictured with the bagpipe. ~his is also true in the
.CANTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA. It implies that they were played
often together.12~
On the other side of the spectrum are those musicologists who believe that the blatterpipe may have come from
the bagpipe and not vice-versa.

David Munrow wrote in 1976

that "the existence of the blatterpipe from the thirteenth
century onwards suggest that whacever the bagpipe's

status~

players may have been trying to so}ve some"of the problems

Gf having a

bag}.

. in essence, that blatterpipe seems

to have been an attempt to have it both ways: to combine the
bagpipe's continuous airflow with an instrument which could
stop and start more easily, and on • which some kind of
tonguing and articulation may have been possible;,,12 9

Even

Anthony Baines warns that a bagpipe with a blatter bag
should not be confused with a blatterpipe, since in a
blatterpipe "the blatter is not touched by arm or hand but
presumably preserves enough of its own elasticity to feed
the reed for an instant whilst the player snatches a
breath.,,13 0 Perhaps this explains the confusion that has
developed concerning blatters, bags, and blatterpipes.
The arguments for blatterpipe seem less valid than

hornpipes since only the hornpipe stand has produced a horn-
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pipe in ancient Rome (Phrygian aUlos) and a modern bagpipe
resembling the

hornpipe (Italian zampogna).

This is im-

portant since it is in 100 C.E. in Rome where history" gives
us our first definitely documented bagpipe.
tibia utricularis of ancient Rome. 131

'l'his is the

The bagpipe in Rome must have been recent if not
spontaneous since the contempoary writers of that period
give no references for its use previous to their lives, nor
do they even agree to what it was called.

Suetonius was the
tibia utrcularis. 132
I~

only one to give it a Latin name,

This name occurs no where else in classical literature and
there is a question whether it really did appear at all.
~he

word utricularis is a Latin word concerning a wine-skin

or some other bag of skin, and, tibia)is the Roman reedpipe,
hence musicologists have deemed the
bagpipe.

tibi~ ~tricularis

a

The passage of Suetonius which concerns the tibia

utricularis was translated by Carl Sachs in 1940 ,and it
read," 'towards the end of his life he [Nero] had publicly

~owedrhat

if he retained his power he would at the games in

celebration of his victory give a performance on the waterorgan, the choraulam et utricularium.· ,,13:3
caused much ado.

1'his line has

Sachs seems to be refering to the water-

organ and water-organ alone, yet, this is the most often
cited pentence in hip HISTORY OF MUSIC INSTRUMENTS (1940)
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concerning the bagpipe in Rome.
utricularium'

Perhaps it is the 'et

['and bag'] that causes the controversy.

If

so, this bagblown organ may have more in common with the
.
134
flute and bag connection.
Nevertheless, this quote is
one of the most often used pro-tibia utricularis citations.
The confusion tiefinitely exists since the names of the
instruments do not even match up.
can not even agree to

.-.r

It seems the scholars

the name of the instrument

Suetonius refer. . to, let alone identify what it actually
was.
In 1910, Dio Chrysostom's literary evidence was
enough to "prove that the instrument was known in Greece in
A.D. 100.,,135

Once again Nero is the subject described, yet

a name for the instrument is not given.

Loeb's Classical

Library translates the passage as "besides they both say
that he could paint and fashion statues, and play the pipep,
both by means of his lips and by tucking a skin beneath his
1~6

armpits, and so a.voiding the reproach of Athena.")

The

'reproach of Athena' refers to the puffing out of the
cheel<s when using them as an air-reservoir.

'I'his phrase

has been used as proof against the idea that Chrysostom was
refering to the syrinx and bag-blown drone as used in Egypt .
.Yet, this passage has also been used by William Cocks to
make the point that the passage implies

a

bellows blown

bag

42

more than a mouth blown bag. 1J7

This evidence, like the

Suetonius, suddenly becomes less definite and more subjective
when studied.
Martial (ca.40-ca.104 C.E.), the third man in the Roman
trinity, instead of using tibia utricularis or avoiding to
mention it,

borro~some

askaulos (Gk. bagpipe).

Greek words to make up the name of
This seems to be the most definitive

literary source to support the existence of bagpipes in
ancient Rome; however, since the word was made from Greek
words many have used the askaulos as evidence towards a bagpipe in Ancient Greece. 138
After Suetonius, Chrysostom,and Martial, only one other
writer has been accus8d of mentioning the bagpipe.
Procopius, a Greek military historian.

This was

The belief that the

bagpipe was in the Roman army can be traced to him. 1J9

This

was also supported by the discovery of a bronze bagpiping
figure at Richborough, thought to be Roman in origin. 140
However, the passage in which infers a bagpipe to so many;41
can also infer a drum to yet others.

John Graham Dalyell

wrote that it "rather appears to be the drum as known to the
Goths.,,142

This thought took a long while to seep into bag-

pipe organology.
·1970s.

It only became generally accepted by the

Previous to this the theory that the Roman's adopted

arid th·en transmi.tted the native forms of bagpipe from their
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"

captured territories was in vogue. 143

In the 1970s, Fran-

cis Collinson became a supporter of this theory.

He wrote

in 1975, "Finally it is conceivable that, though the Roman
Legions themselves did not possess this form- of the instrument, some of the auxiliary units of the

Rom~

army, the

ALAE (cavalry wings) and the foreign cohorts, might well
have brought the two handed chanter from their own countries.

These non-Roman •foreign' contingents came from all

over Europe, as far

,
144North Africa." "

;:;.3

the fringes of Asia Minor, and from

He ;then informs us that the

Sarmati~s

were stationed at Lancashire, the Syrians at Hadrian's
Wall, the Balkans (Thracians) in Scotland, and that there
were incredible' amounts of Hispani allover Britain during
the occupation.

On the topic of Procopius, CollinGon takes

neither the bagpipe or

dr~m

position, he says that it is

obviously a "light cavalry trumpet.,,1 4 5
These four citations. Suetonius, Chrysostom, Martial
and Procopius, make up the evidence for the Roman bagpipe.
,After the reign of Nero, the instrument is never men'tioned again by any writer of the classical Roman period.

,i_C
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Was the principle lost immediately afterwards?

Or was it

cast into the murky depths of Rome's social underground
and bequeathed to the lower classes only to emBrge some
te~

centuries later?

Did the army, indeed, adopt it and

introduce it to all of the empire of Rome?
these questions are impossible to find.

The answers to

No one thought at

the time to record the path(s) the bagpipe was to take -if it existed

~nough

to take a path.

The fact that con-

cerns us here is that somewhere along the way, the bagpipe
arrived on the island of Britain.
When we come to the question of the introduction of
the bagpipe into the British Isles, and especially ScotlanJ

j

we are at once on highly controversial, not to mention
shakey, ground.

Theories and personal observation abound

sevenfold and very few can produce evidence that supports
their theories and theirs alone.
chaos some order does appear.
on

Amidst this academic

The majority of speculation£

the arrival of the bagpipe, or at least the main in-

grediapts of a bagpipe, in Britain can be divided into
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four categories.

These categories are (1) the bagpipe was

invented independently, (2) the Roman Legions stationed in
Britain introduced it, (J) the bagpipe infiltrated across
the land-mass of Europe (basically by Celtic contagion),
and (4) the bagpipe came directly or indirectly from Egypt
or very early Mediterranean migrations (basically preCeltic _

contagion).

The most enthusiatic of the independent inventors is
Francis Collinson.

Although his enthusiasm is incredible,

he is still the first to admit that it is merely one. of hiS
various opinions on the subject.

In BAGPIPES (1975) he

wrote, "first, of course, such an inherently simple instrument could have been invented independently by the
folk of the Scottish Highlands, extremely musical as they
have always been, in pre-Roman times.

It is not impos-

sible indeed that even the bag component could have been
discovered

by the ingenious Highlander and applied inde•

pendently of the discoveries of the other countries.
This, of course, can only be the purest speculation, for
1'1-(.,

. which· -there is n<;> actual evidence . . ." and "in the.
·i~ I 8
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face of . . . evidence that the bagpipe has obviously been
invented independently in many countries of the world,
there is no need to suppose that the bagpipe must
necessarily have been

intr~duced

into Scotland from out-

side." 147
Of the four main possible entries, the independent
invention idea is the least popular.
view if the Roman connection.

The most popular

The fact that the Gaelic

piob resembles the Latin pipa has meant more than coin..
148
cidence to many musicologists.
The Roman occupation of
Britain began in 43 C.E. under Cladius.

It officially

ended in 410 C.E. when the Roman military forces were recalled for urgent use nearer home.

It can hardly be said

though, that the Romans left in the completed sense of the
word.

By the year 410, many generation of retired

veteran~

both of the legions and of the foreign auxiliaries, had
married British wives and settled permanently at such
centers as London, Bath, Catterick, Carlisle, or in the
smaller vici (settlements) near their place of military
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service. 149

It seems that the bagpipe could have been in-

troduced quite easily into British life by the Romans and
perpetuated if the Romans had the bagpipe to begin with.
'rhe Highland chiefs were educated, travelled)and wellinformed men.

'i'hey had taken part in the political coun-

cils of the Kingdom of the Scots at Perth, Scone, and
Eginburgh since· the end of the first millennium C.E .15 0
A wealth of cultural interchange occured at Hadrian's
Wall and if the bagpipe was there it surely passed through
the gates many times.

Similiar incidents

intrbduced the Roman bagpipe to Wales.

could have

From Wales it

could have gotten to Ireland easily.

The captivity of

Saint Patrick illustrates this well.

Saint PatriQk as a

boy lived in Roman occupied Wales.

If there was a bagpipe

he must have surely heard it or at least heard of it.
was captured by maurading Irish and taken as a slave to
Ireland.

This capturing of occupied peoples for use as

slaves was common during the later occupation, and this
could have carried the contagion of the Roman bagpipe,
granted there was a Roman bagpipe.
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The scenario is set.

All roads are identified and

are seen to originate in the Roman occupied zones.

The

only problem is deciding whether the bagpipe used these
roads or not.

There is no evidence either in writings,

carvings, or archaeological remains in Britain, that support conclusively that the bagpipe did exist in Roman
Britain and was the effect of a Roman invasion. 151

The

only form of musical pipes depicted in Roman Britain, with
the exception of the rudimentary bag-blown drone played by
the god Atys, are the mouth-blown pipes. 152

As Fran'cis

Collinson gleefully wrote,"With all our apparent clues
one by one discredited, we are left uncertain as to
whether the true bagpipe as we know it was ever seen in
Britain in the hands of a Roman piper.

There is no

representation of it of Roman date to be found anywhere in
Britain, either in stone, pottery, terra-cotta, coinage,
or mosaic, in all of which, forms of art depictions of the
mouth-blown double-pipes are to be seen.,,153
The lack of evidence found thriving in the Roman . . .

-0-'--

._

theory has currently invited many neo-Gaelic Schoolers out
of the organologiCal closet.

This neo-Gaelic School of

"

thought advances the Victorian theory of Celtic origin but
places the actual creation of the bagpipes off of the
island of Britain.

:S%(. :

The neo-Gaelic School accepts both

WIIr

those whoAthe Celts as mere carriers of the bagpipes,
while also accepting the die-hard Celt originists.
The Celtic migration was a later immigration to
Britain.

It is dated at ca. 500 - 400 B.C.E.

The most

obvious point towards Celtic introduction is that Ireland,
"
and
Which was never touched by a Roman invasion,~has a very
strong piping tradition.

It is true that this culture, to

our knowledge, was not a bagpiping culture, yet it seems
that all the ingrediants were there.
is very strong.

fhe Irish connection

Ireland made its way with Wales between

the third and tenth centuries C.E. by raiding, trading, and
colonising. 154

The connection to Scotland is similar.

Two massive colonizations between the second and sixth
i5'S

centuries C.E. make a strong kinship tie to both countries.
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However, this theory suffers from the same spiritual problem as the Roman"theory.

Whereas the Roman theory has no

conclusive evidence supporting it, the Celtic theory
basically has no evidence -- conclusive nor inconclusive.
The one fact that could be used as evidence does not even
support a Celtic connection in the British bagpipes.

This

is the fact that the Celts seem to have favoured the Greek
divergent pipes and not the Egyptian parallel pipes.

'rhe

idea that British bagpipes evolved or at least have quite
a bit of thanks due to the parallel pipes (as opposed to
divergent) is moderately popular in current musicology.
The well-defined trail of the divergent mouth-blown
pipes which can be traced unbroken from ancient Babylonia
comes to a sudden -- if not abrupt, halt at the RomanoBritish frontier.

How can one explain it?

Could it be

that" they had pipes of their own of a different species
and had no desire to change?

If this is true then the

Celts could have brung the bagpipe or proto-bagpipe to
"Britain.

However. just as possible as it is that the

,Celts brought the (bag?)pipe to Britain, it is just as
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possible that they found a pipe already there. 156

This is

great news for a smpporter of the Egyptian introduction
theory.
The question always asked is, "did the . . . bagpipes have their origin in the divergent double-pipes of
the Roman Legions, or could they have sprung, at however
great a remove, from the ancient Egyptian parallel
pipes?,,157 arid, the answer is invariably yes.

Francis

Collinson discusses this position in his BAGPIPES (1975).
He writes, "Megalithic immigrations, those of the folk of
the stone circles, and the gigantic stone menhirs and the
chambered cairns, are said to have reached Scotland from
the Mediterranean by way of the West Coast between 2000
and 3000 B.C., which fits the time factor very nicely.
Alternatively, such immigrants, bringing with them the
pipes in their Egyptian form, could have come over, at a
further remove, from Ireland.

The early civilizations of

Ireland had close affinities, ethnologiQal and cultural,
with those of Spain.

A race of Iberian stock as a com-

ponent of the ancient peoples of Ireland and Scotland is a
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fact of commonplace knowledge." 1158

..'

It seems that this pos-

ition can take the proof of the Geltic position and use it
as their own.

Nevertheless, the logic of a pipe existing

in Britain before the Romans carne is strong since they
had every opprotunity of aqu1r1ng the Roman pipes, which
~~+

they must have been perfectly familiar with, the peoples
of both the occupied and unoccupied territories of Britain
seem to have totally rejected them.
The connection can be found also in the sailings of
the Phoenicians.

Phonicians played the Egyptian double

pipe and they also explored Britain ca. 1194 B.G.E.

How-

ever, this may be reading too much into recorded events.
It is interesting to note, however, that in the legendary
StDOY of Scotland's settlement that Egypt is mentioned
most conspicuously.159
Where and wnder what circumstances the bagpipe or
proto-bagpipe arrived in Britain seems to be anyone's
guess.
pip~

The only statement one can make concerning bag-

organology ·in Britain is that the bagpipe was a

. mature instrument
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the thirteenth century.160
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most common as a mixture of bag, blowpipe, and chanter,and)
all other developments concerning the bagpipe seem to be
additions to this simple type.
to any one

st~atum

Its use was not confined

of society, either.

It could be found

being played in the country with the same enthusiam it
found being played at the court.

This was the age when

the people -- the folk -- at last bacame participators in
. 161
general culture.
The bagpipe became a direct benifactor

from this surge of popular culture.
Perhaps it was because of that "tendency to avoid
1~2..

personal expression" that explains the popularity of the
~

bagpipe in the M!ddle Ages, or perhaps even, it is more
obvious.

Anthony Baines wrote that "the prevalence

of bagpipe in the period preoeding that of regular
ensemble-playing is explained' if we consider their sounds
. with its drone . . . a solo musician

~oUld1 hold

the attention and sustain the spirits of the listeners

/
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or dancers to a degree far exceeding that which is possible with a simple pipe without accompaniment.,,16J

But

others, who have agreed with the basic assumption that it
was the sound that caused the bagpipe's popularity, have
disagreed with Baines' conclusion.

This idea was expres-

sed by the LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC in 1971.

They

wrote "the bagpipes . . . were drone instruments and it is
not surprising to find them in high favour at a period
when the rudimentary harmonic element of Western

musi~

was

not much advanced beyond the chords formed by the melody
notes on a drone bass." 164

Whether it was a tendency to

avoid personal expression or an attention inspiring instrument, or even because

W~stern

harmonic development was

immature, the fact still remains that the bagpipe was very
popmlar during the Ars Antiqua.
How do the scholars know this?

Medieval musicology

has left us remains of scholarly works which were produced
during this age of musical development.

However, much of

this itself is as controversial as the Roman and antiquity
bagpipes.

The main sources usually cited for medieval
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bagpipes are pseudo-Jerome;6 5 John Cotton. and Giraldus
Cambrensis.
The letter EPISTOLA AD DARDANUM DE DIVERS IS GENERIBUS MUSICORUM 166 was attributed in the MIddle Ages to
St. Jerome {ca. 340-4201.

Eventually as the middle ages

got further away from the real world, it was discovered to
be a forgery.

Most musicologists accept this letter as

coming from the ninth century as opposed to the fourth
century C.E.

In this letter is a passage which Curt Sachs

in 1940 translated as "The chorus is a simple skin with
two brazen pipes and one

l;he

Player]

inspires through

the first one. and it emits the sound through the second." 1{,7
This passage definitely associates the name chorus with
that of bagpipe, and the ninth century dating is crucial.
If it was written in the ninth century, the bagpipe must
have existed since the odds are very much against some
forger inventing an instrument that would turn out to be
perfectly correct.

It has become a fraud which has grown

respectable with age.

If it indeed did come from the
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ninth century, it would be the first conclusive bagpipe
description in recorded history.

However, there is a con-

troversy over the actual name chorus. 168 . Wha t does 2. t
really mean?

Confusion sets in after one reaches the

twelfth century.
John Cotton, a theorist at the turn of the eleventh
to ty.'elfth centuries. described the musa as one of the most
excellent of instruments existing in his day.

He based

his judgments on the fact the musa took the good parts, or
at least what he considered to be the good parts, of certain instruments to create the perfection inherent in the
instrument.

He said that the secret of the.musa's per-

fection was that it used the human breath as in a flute,
the human hands as in a fiddle, and a bag as in the
organ. 169

Gustav Reese used Cotton's statement as the

authority when he wrote that bagpipes "were known in England circa 1100.,,17 0

But the evidence is not that strong,

or not at least as strong as Mr. Reese wishes it to appear
to be.

First, John Cotton's real name was Joannes of
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Li:ge.

He was as English as Ghengis Khan;171 to assume

that he was writing about England would be quite an
assumption. 172

Secondly, the French connection is very

strong.

The musa would eventually become the French.

musette.

Once again the focus is not in England or

Britain whatsoever.

True, during this time French was

the linga franca of the newly conquered British Isles, but
the center of culture nevertheless was Paris, et al.
thirdly, the translation may be wrong.

And

The word musa was

used also in the early twelfth century by John of Affligem)
but i~ is not too clear what he meant by the word. 17J
In 1118 or 1185 C.E.,17 4 Gerald Barry, a Welshman,
writing under the name Giraldus Cambrensis produced his
DESCRIPTO CAMBRENSIS.

In this work he observed that the

Irish only used two instruments, the cithara and the timpan: the Scots three instruments, the cithara, the timpan,
and the choro: and the Welsh three instruments, the cithara, the tibia, and the choro. 175

This choro has been

interpreted to mean quite a number of things.

Collinson
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wrote in 1975 that "the first clear reference in Britain
to the actual word chorus, meaning a bagpipe, is by the
twelfth century Welsh monk and archdeacon of Brecknock,
Giraldus Cambrensis.,,176

However, this is misleading. Thi

majority of musicological thought places Cambrensis) chorus
as being a crwth.

In 1901, W.L. Manson wrote that "Some

ancient'writers class the chorus with stringed instruments
and assert that it has no connection whatever with the
bagpipe.,,177

In 1910, Francis Galpin wrote that'''since ...

the chorus has been shown to be the crwthor crowd, it is
evident that Giraldus does not mention the existence of
the bagpipe in Scotland in his own day, nor does he allude
to any use of it in Ireland.,,178
tan Flood

In 1911, I'lilliam H. Grat-

intrepreted the choro as a crwth.

In 1940, Gus-

tav Reese wrote that "the chorus;was apparently a small
type of crowd.,,179
1975

And finally, to answer Collinson's

phillipic, Sibyl Marcuse wrote the same year,

"Giraldus Cambrensis

. . was evidently referring to the

, crwt'h. ".180
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Regardless of what the musa or chorus was in the
twelfth century, by the third century England had literature definitely mentioning the bagge-pipe.

The most

famous reference is in Chaucer's Prolouge to Canterbury
Tales where he mentions the miller as playing upon the
bagpipe.

By this time there .. is no doubt to the exist-

ence of a bagpipe.

Literature, sculpture, paintings and

reliefs prove this point no end.
potent,thought.

The mystery is very

Where did the bagpipe come from?

Why

did it have so many potential birthplaces and birthdates
and why can not it be traced more clearly?

Did it indeed

spontaneously generate in the Middle Ages as a full
mature bagpipe or did it have its roots in the chorus,
musa, or even tibia utriculaius:

No one seems to know,

even though everyone has an opinion.
In the Middle Ages the bagpipe was the universal
.

folk instrument.

181

It was used mainly as a herdsman's

instrument in the earlier days of its physically proven
existence.

Karl Geiringer cites this as the reason

that
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the bagpipe .was introduced into Christmas music.

The

question of why the bass drone with a melody always is
used to evoke a Christmas-type mood has been used by many
musicologists as a diving board for supporting a bagpipe
in New Testiment times, however, the Medieyal connection
is so strong that Geiringer's stand that the intrusion
into WAstern Christmas music was a middle age phenenonon
seems to be the best availiable explanation currently.182
The bagpipe of the Middle Ages was probably very
similar to the bagpipes of today, perhaps only differing
from some of our modern ones as much as many of the
modern ones differ from each other. 18 )

It probably also

shyed away from ensemble playing (exceptings:, of course,
playing in unison) as much as the modern bagpipes of the
world usually do. 184

However, there is record of com-

posers of the Ars Nova composing compositions with bagpipes in mind and some specifically specifing the bagpipe
as part of the instrumentation. 185

Yet, the reality of

the sound created by a bagpipe makes the instrument a
difficult one to mix with others for a smooth ensemble
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sound.
The bagpipe permeated medieval society in almost all
walks of life.

In their folk music, in their religion, in

their battles, and in their towns, .everyone was constantly
aware of the presence of the bagpipe.

Few instruments

gain such popularity, and also, very few fall from popularity so quickly as the bagpipe did with the advent of
the common practices period of music 186 and the Reformation.

These two forces almost wiped the bagpipe off

the face of Europe.

The bagpipe only survived with its

dignity in the British Isles.
The bagpipe is one of the most popular and widely
diffused folk instruments currently extant in the world
today.

'l'he bagpipe seems to have always had this • folk'

tinge about it -- even in the middle ages.

Curt Sachs

wrote that "in the fifteenth century bagpipes were used
in the service of courts and free cities; but they
never lost their character as folk instruments, not. even
when ·the bucolic fashion at the French court had

•

,

....

I

''-

b'2.

brought forth an aristocratic variety in the seventeenth
century, ,,18?

This connection is understandable when

realizing that during the Anglo-Norman period of Britain
(1066-1424) the rise of folk song was underway.188

The

rise of high culture was also occuring gnd the bagpipe
seems to have gotten in the path of both of these movements.

Torn asunder into musette/bellows types versus

rustic/rural types, the history of the bagpipe got
again horribly confused.

mn

once

one hand it was·perpetu-

ated by folk culture, yet on the other it was cultivated to a high art form known as piobaireachd.

The

folk connection is strong and may possess the key to
its origins, but the bagpipe goes far beyond a simple
folk appellation.
The references to the

bagpi~in

churches are so

fragmentary that it is very difficult to draw any conclusion concernipg their specific place and use in the
Church. 189

Nevertheless, the bagpiper seems to have had,

at least before the Reformation (mid-sixteenth century),
found in the Church a usefulness it has now apparently
lost.· In the early 1900s, the idea of the bagpipes as a
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replacement to an organ in the early Church gained popularity.

Either as a solo instrument or as an aid to

sustain the 'sacred chant the bagpipe would furnish sound
where the organ would not be feasible because of size or
expense.

W.H.Grattan Flood, though not too sure about

elsewhere, was positive that "in medieval England the
pipes were employed in connection with church services.,,190
Regardless of where the tradition started there is documented evidence that the bagpipes were played in a Roman
Catholic S;rvice in Edinburgh in 1536.

How the 'bagpipes ,

were used are not known, and there is no other documented
evidence to make anyone conclude that this was a regular
practice. 191

Strangely enough, in 1556, again in Edin-

burgh and again by followers of the Roman Catholic faith,
areligious procession occured with bagpipers in tow.

Bag-

pipes used in processions were quite popular, especially
in funerals, but this procession was very obviously a
religious procession since it was in honour of the
patron saint of Edinburgh, St. Giles. 192

Five years later
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in a book named. HUNTING OF PURGATORY TO DEATH ( 1561)
following 'true tale' was told:

the

"I knewe a Priest whiche,

when any of his parishioners should be maryed woulde take
his Backe-pipe and go fetch them to the Churche, playnge
sweet ely afoure them, and then would he laye his instrument handsomely upon the Aultare, tylle he had maryed them
and sayd Masse.

Which thyng being done, he would gentillye

bringe them home againe with Backe-pipe.
Priest a true Ministrell, thynke ye?

Was not this

For he dyd not con-

terfayt the Ministrell, but was one in dede.,,19J
It appears that the bagpipe was appropriate in some
churches; however, Alec Harman and Wilfrid Mellers in
MAN AND HIS MUSIC (1962) remind us that for the most part, .
bagpipes "were used almost entirely outside of the church,,,/<Jt/
and Bruce Seton wrote that "the pipes, at least in the
pre-Reformation days were sometimes played in church; in
course of time, however, piping on Sunday scandalised the
authorities, religious and civil, and, In the burgh
records, we find repeated instances of pipers being
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p~ished for this misdemeanor. ,,195
The tradition of the bagpipe being played as an
accessory to battle goes back to the fourteenth century,196
but the first non-traditional documentation was by George
Buchanan in RERUM SCOTICARUM HISTORIA (158J)197 who
mentioned the bagpipe as the military instrument among the
Gaelic-speaking peoples of Scotland.

He mentioned also

that it supplanted the horn and trumpet.

The first battle

ballad to mention bagpipes was the tBattle of Balrinnes'
(1594)198 and the legal stand was finally created in the
eighteenth century.

In the Disarming Act of 1746 the bag-

pipe was legally deemed "an instrument of war. ,,1990.. The
possessor of a bagpipe was liable to severe punishment
which could end up as exile, or, as in one unfortunate
case, execution.

Under James VI the bagpipe was fixed as

a military instruments, but before. that time it is impossible to SaY when the bagpipes were used in battle -if ever used at all previous to his reign (1565-1625).
There is a suspicion that it was used earlier, though.
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James MacKenzie wrote in 1861

that in the Battle of

Harlaw (1411) "the Highland host came down with pibrochs
deafening to hear,,1991s> and Francis Collinson, in commen;,
tary on this battle wrote in 1975 that, "there is one'
circumstance above all else whioQ may point to the
probability that is was about the time of the Battle of
Harlaw that the probability, that the Highland bagpipe
graduated from a domestic instrument to a11 instrument of
battle.

This was the sudden and otherwise inexplicate

outburst of professional jealousy against ,the piper and
his instrument by the bard whose duty it was with voice
and harp to inspire the Highland host with war-like fervour before the battle." 200

'Ihe possibility of this rep-

resenting the introduction of bagpipes into the military
life of Britain is very strong.
It is believed that it was during the second half of
the sixteenth century that the war-pipe replaced the harp
as the most popular and widely used musical instrument of
Bri tain ~

This is understandable since the sixteenth
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century was a period of time when attempts to restore the
Lordship of the Isles occured frequently and religious
conflict was everywhere .~·hese problems helped to create
a break in popular Highland tradition and thus produced
the crack into which bagpipes seeped into and took over
as 1°t sown. 201

This transition from the harp to the bag-

pipe appears to have been spread over. approximately two
centuries.

George Buchanan spoke of· the Highlanders

using both instruments (1565), and during the seventeenth
century the use of the harp declined to such a degree tilat
the existence of the profession of harpers almost die~out
completely.202

And besides supplanting the harp, the

bagpipes also supplanted the bards themselvesl

The bards

did not welcome the intrusion of the bagpipes with any
degree of enthusiam.

Instead, some of them used all of

their arts to throw ridicule on the newer instrument.

The

most impressive of these protesting bards was MacMhurich
of Clan Ranald. 203
Lachlan Mor MacMhurich was the last Clan bard known
to have· acted officially in battle.

It was he who com-
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posed the brosnachadh 2 0 4 before the Battle of Harlaw (1411ro
and it was he, who in the same year, composed a poem of a
most uncomplimentary nature about the bagpipe.

In the

set of verses he describes the qagpipe and its lineage as

-

the piob gleadhair -- the pipes of clamour -- and refers
to them as "the two sweethearts of the black fiend
noise fit to arouse the imps."

a

J.F. Campbell said of

these verses, "it is as bitter and coarse as anything in
Dunbar's Daunce.,,206

The poem is definitely more graphic,

humourous and forcible than elegant or gentlemanly,
Three hundred and forty-five years previous to
MacMhurich, the Norman" invasion of Britain began.

This

invasion was the start of the Anglo-Norman. period of influence on the island.
marked two

import~~t

northern Britain:

'['he" Anglo-Norman period (1066-1424)

features in the history of music in

(a) the rise of the wandering musician

and the folk song, and (b) the feudal organization incorporating the musician. 207

Both of these striking

features created a movement in European music which lilces

S
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will probably never be seen again.

Soon after the Con-

quest (1066), the wandering musician lost their ancient
saxon appellation of Gleemen and were in turn called
ministraulx, or in English J minstrels. 208

The ancient

Celtic bard was a person of high social position who resided at the court of the prince, but under the new
regime another type of musician appeared at court.
was the minstrel. 209

This

In imitation of the ways of the

court, and also with a view of maintaining some of the old
feudal dignity and clan independence, the nobility soon
had their minstrels.

It became the rage to use minstrels.

This made minstrels a very common and very important part

,

of the MIddle Ages day to day living.

With. more min-

strelsJit affected the mainstream of music.

People from

other countries were to be found in the ranks of the
wandering musicians and this brought new ideas into
music.

It manifested itself in the novel instruments and

new song and dance forms that leapt out of the Ars Antiqua
and Ars Nova. 21G
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7he minstrels eventually entered the new towns and
cities.

Henry George Farmer in MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND

(1930) holds that these minstrels usually were pipers who
performed ~~pon shavrms and bagpipes. 211

Francis Collinson

is almost certain that for nearly a century before the
1300s, the term piper was concealed under the general
term of

minstre~,

whether it meant a bagpiper or a

player of the shawm. 212

In records from this period we

can find the term minstrel used consistantly connected
with the burgh piper.

In the RECORDS OF THE ROYAL BURGH

OF LANARK for 1566 is this entry:

"John Watsone, toun

menstral, to gang throw the toun with the s~vs
drum]
swyche

[tenor

morne and evening, and quhen it is weit, that the
[syws]

may nocht gang, that the said Jhone saIl

gang himself throw with the pip morne and evening.,, 21 3
The use of the word minstrel to include or even specify
piper persisted into the sixteenth century and later.
";'his is true especially of the toun minstrel or town
piper, a term very common in Scotland.

Francis Collinson,
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though, tells us that by this time (sixteenth century) that
.
d e f'lnl' t e I y mean t b agplper.
.
214
plper

The town or burgh pipers of Scotland was largely a
Lowland institution.

It started as a service maintained

by private sources but by the later Middle Ages it was
mostly maintained out of public funds.

Between 1497 and

1505, pipers and other minstrels were employed by Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Dumbarton, Baggar, Wigton, Glenluce,
and other tovms. 215

Not only did the various towns of

Scotland employ burgh pipers, but the clans followed
suit, and there are many references at the close of the
sixteenth century to the prevailing custom of a piper
being considered an indispensible adj!lnct to the chief's
establishment. 216

~he office was a general rule heredi-

tary, and the chief duty of the town or burgh piper was to
play through the streets of the tovm once in the early
morning and again in the evening.

In

D~dee,

Jedburgh and

Lanark the piper's round started by official edict at
4 a.m.

At Perth and Dalkeith it was 5 a.m.

The evening
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round varied from 6 p.m. at Lanark, 7 p.m. at Perth to

.I

8 p.m. at Dalkeith and Jedburgh.

These duties were per-

formed under penalty of forfeit of wages and eight days
imprisonment.

Other duties of the piper were to play at

the town's horse races and fairs.

In Sir Walter Scott's

I

OLD MOR'l'ALITY, a burgh piper was used on the day of the
election of magistrates.

The piper was also in evidence

at weddings and in the harvest field, but whether these

j

occatsons were officially required of him or whether they
were free-lance is not recorded. 217

Their music and tales

wereltheir livelihood and they were usually given a
donation of seed corn apart from the regular small
salary from the burgh.

In some towns the pipers were

allotted a small piece of land which usually wound up
being called Piper's Croft,218

This free house eventually

became a common part of the parcel of being the burgh
piper.

The payment for services usually varied.

At

Dundee the burgh piper was paid 12 pennies yearly by each
house. older in the town.

IVlany of the town pipers wore the
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town's distincti ve livery.
given. a suit of clothes.

'Phe piper of Dalkeith was
This suit consisted of a long

yellow coat lined with red plush breeches, white stockings
and shoes with buckles.

Neil Blane, the town piper of the

unnamed locality protrayed in Sir Walter Scott's OLD
MORTALITY, had a

s~lary

of five marks and a new livery

coat of the town's colours yearly.219

However, not all

the Scottish towns and burghs were favourably disposed to
the idea of the town piper, and those that were sometimes
changed their minds.

The city of Edinburgh brought up the

question of expense.

The magistrates in 1660 decided a

single drummer would be cheaper than a bagpiper.

Aberdeen

in 1630 decided to dispose with their piper'S service, but
not because of cost.

Their magistrates decided it was for

the reason

raising the culture of the communlty.

o~

- 7.

.
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In Ehgland the same duties of the Scottish burgh
piper was performed by the town wait. 221

The wait's pri-

mary instrument was the shawm and the bagpipe was second-

ary.~- if played at all. 222

The waits were usually oblige~
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to play every night and morning all year and were not to
leave the town to play except at approved fairs and
weddings. 22J

They were not paid as much as their Scottish

counterparts.

It is· clear that the waits evolved from the

custom of having night watchmen at palaces, castles, camps
and walled towns.~ ·These watchmen's only purpose was to
pipe the watch upon a loud musical instrument at stated
hours and it was only a matter of time before these paid
civil servants would be used for other things.

It is not

always easy to distinguish waits from minstrels since their
duties often appear to be the same.

There was for cen-

turies hostility between the waits and the common minstrels.
were

1'his is not surprising considering that the waits

tr~ined

musicians who served an apprenticeship and

were accorded official status, badges of office, livery
and emoluments while the minstrels were usually itinerant
players of very varied capabilities and some were little
better than rogues and vagabonds. 225
In the sixteenth century an external social mood pre-
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vailed which changed the future of the bagpipe.
would eventually be called the Reformation.

~his

mood

Up to the

Reformation, the bagpipe had been looked upon kindly by
the Church, and even used, like .the organ, as an adjunct
to Christain worship.

At this

"I71!1!111i711;.S_b_~t

time religious

troubles were coming to a boil, especially in Sc6tland.
John Knox recorded an incident which was becoming only too
common.

He wrote

that in June of 1556 a riot broke out

in Edinburgh against the carrying of the image of St.
Giles in procession through the streets by the Roman
Catholic Church (or what soon be known as the Roman Catholic Church!).,

The image was captured and was "first

drowned in the North Loch and afterwards burnt, ".s1ll
another was then found and the procession continued regardless of the riot.

Knox concluded the incident with

"there assembled priests, friars, canons and rotten
;

'226

Papists, with tabors and trumpets, banners and bagplpes.
By the later years of that century the Kirk (Presbyteri~~

Church of Scotland) was firmly in control and able

to vent its displeasure on all who offended it, including
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players of the bagpipe whose strains assailed their
at the wrong times and places. 227

ea~s

It was reasonable

enough for the times that the Kirk should take action
against the playing of the pipes.on the Sabbath, especially when it occured in competition with the minister in
his performance of the service, but the Kirk was incredibly savage against any kind of merriment during Christmas
.
228
or Yuletide to the accompaniment of the bagpipes.
.In
Scotland the bigotries of the Kirk eventually caught up
with the innocent frolics at weddings and other public
gatherings,22 9 and by the seventeenth century the bagpipe
was officially phased out.

It is strange why one instru-

ment would be deemed sacred while

a~other

instrument

would be declared profane, yet this difficult decision was
tackled by the Kirk. 2JO
After i;he Reformation, the bagppes were held to be
the devil's instruments and between 1570 and 1624 pipers
were severely persecuted.
ev~nts

This more sinister turn of

showed itself especially in the

witc~

trials which

were to bring so many unlucky people to the stake and/or
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Hans Holbein the Younger (1497-1543) even

made a whole series of woodcuts on the theme of the dance
of death.

Through out these woodcuts the bagpipe is

played by the skeleton wh~h represents death. 232
The widescale use of bagpipe began to wane in the
later sixteenth century.

No longer were they the instru-

ment of princes -- they were only used by shepherds,
soldiers on the marchJor d~ncing peasants. 233

1"he bagpipe

was a drone instrument so it was not surprising to find it
in high favour at a period of time when the basic harmonic
element of Western music was not much advanced beyond the
chords formed by the melody notes over a drone bass.

But

when harmonic awareness develpped in the upper class
music (courtly) , the bagpipes gradually declined in the
social hierarchy of music. 234

Eventually,_ in every country

except one, the bagpipe either disappeared from view or
was left to the lonely hill men or the occaisonal
crank. 235

Regardless of what the piper might have thought

of himself, people were disposed to think the worst of him.
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So many petty offenses were to be laid against him that he

"

became the topic of numerous ballads.

The immoralities of

that breed of musician soon became proverbial.

It is

difficult to define exactly the meaning of phrases such as
'as drunk as a piper' and 'as fou asa piper' but W.L.
Manson, quite defensively wrote that "they seem to have
generally meant half seas over, not helplessly inebrideJ'"n5f>ely

ated."

In further explanation he added;" "The piper, being

an important social personage, could hardly escape the reproach of being addicted to liquor, although there is
nothing to show that his class were in this respect any
worse that the average of the people of their day.,,2 3 6
Eventually the bagpiper was consigned to the lower ranks -.
of society, and only used by the blind and the wandering
or medicant classes.

Polite society, however, did resume

it in the time of Louis XIV a~d Louis XV. 237

The practice

of parlor music was a fad in all classes of society.

',.

Those who could not afford a spinet or clavichord CQuld
procure an inexpensi~e lute whibh could be purchaSed in
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any reputable barbershop.

A discrimination, though, grew

up between certain instruments.

'I'his resulted in \iJIIlIIII-thew

grouping into noble (serious or art instruments) and

tor
plebeian (folk instruments)~the extant instruments.

A

noble was in theory to cultivate the more intimate and
delicate instruments, while the bagpipes, reed pipes,
trumpet and shrill variety of flutes were not considered
suitable for educated and refined people.

The most popu-

lar instrument of the middle ages was the bagpipe.

This

instrument yielded to the lute during the Renaissance,
which in

tUrJll

yielded to the piano. 238

After the bagpipe passed) its past presence was recorded by the compositon fads of the Renaissance.

'i'wo of

the bagpipe's characteristics have been widely imitated,
that of the use of drone bass and that of the ornament
short duration kno'tm as the cut or snap.

'The music,'pro-

duced by the bagpipes strongly affect the emotions and
the physiology of the listener.

The contrast between a

lively melody and. a monotonous humming bass creates

of
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varying emotions amongst us all. 239
as restful, as

-tl,..
in~nineteenth

Sometimes it is felt

century when it was used to

convey a pastoral atmosphere, 240 and other times it is
felt as exciting, as in the battle tunes of.the Highland
bagpipes.

In the pedalpoints in classical and contempor-

ary music there seems to be a similar ambiguity of
expression.

This similarity, though, may be a closer

similarity than many may think.

In 1967 Emanuel Winter-

nitz wrote that "the early writers on polyphony deal
mainly with vocal music.

Their subject was the tabu-

lation of rules for accompanying the traditonal melodies
of Gregorian chant with a second melody following those
rules that singer had to improvise an accompaniment called
the descant.

The rules changed through

histor~

roughly, two main methods can be distinguished.

but, very
One was

the 'organum' found in the writings of the Flemish monk
Hucbald (840-930); it prescribed an accompaniment in fourths
and fifths -- sometimes with the octaveflso added .. The
other, as found in Scotus Erigena (ninth century) and
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again later in Guido d'Arezzo (about 1020), directed that
the chant be accompanied by an improvised melodic line below, which started and finished in unison with the chant
and often held the same note for some time with the chant
moving above.

The first method would correspond with the

drone principle as found in bagpipes with drones . . . it
is worth noting in this connection that Scotus Erigena,
the first writer on polyphony, was a son of Eire, where
drones in bagpipes were supposedly used early.

Indeed,

Irish historians trace the beginnings of medieval polyphony directly to the Irish bagpipe. 241

In any case,

there is food for thought in the conjecture that the
development of polyphony in theory and practice was connected with the introduction of drones to the bagpipe.,,242
This is a valid idea but in 1916, Charles Villiers Stanford and Cecil Forsyth in HIS'lORY OF MUSIC dismissed this
idea by writing, "still less satisfactory is the suggestiol\
that the new art

[plural-melody]

sprang somehow from an

analogy with the drones of the bagpipes . . . for, if that
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were so, we should expect the earliest form of harmony to
consist of tunes with pedal basses.
tainly are not. H24 )

And this they cer-

In light of this controversy it is

interesting to note the similarities and possible etymological relationships between the word organum and the
word organon -~he

t~e

Greek word for musical instrument.

244

most obvious contribution the bagpipe has made to

sophisticated music is the Musette movement.

Yhis move-

ment is associated with many of the eighteenth century
gavottes.

It appears as a middle section to these, thus

producing gavotte-musette-gavotte.
appears in ·~he musette ..245
Anthony Baines

Usually a pedal

In a point of bagpipe trivia,

discusses in his WOODWIND

INSTRU~ffiNTS

AND

THEIR HISTORY, about the possible influence bagpipes may
have had on the baroque recorder.

He wrote that Jean

Hotteterre's recorder design "probably the earliest of the
important woodwind remodellings, and the design we follow
today -- seems to show the head joint, which, whatever its
acoustical effect might be, takes after the

ch~~ter

stock

8J

of a musette as if meant to match it.,,246

Jean Hotte-

terre was a bagpipe maker and the man who laid the
foundation for the modern oboe.
In retrospect, one can not really say anything defi(

)

nite about the bagpipe since every yes source has an
.
(
)
equal and Oppos1te no

When one cuts through the

fo~ce.

rubble, the decision lies on which source you particularly
Rej"..Jless

0

~

..

II t11l.\,

believe at the moment. " ~. he bagpipe does still exist in
Britain and it looks like it will take nothing less than
a nuclear holocaust to get it OUG of there.
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NOTES ON THE TEXT
THE BAGPIPE BEFORE 1600: HISTORY, ORIGINS, AND SCHOLARSHIP \lETH SPECIAL IN'~ERES'I IN BRITAIN.
1

2

)

4

5

6

7
8

Nichmlas Bessaraboff in ANCIENT EUROPEAN INSTRUMEN7S
(Camb~idge, Massachussets:
Harvard University Press,
1941, p.84) stated that the controversy raging within
bagpipe organology was only rivaled by the controversy
raging within Irish harp organology. It is inreresting
to note that British bagpipe organology, apart from
origin studies, is one of the pillars of the controveries that infest bagpipe-ology. It is a comforting
thought, at least to me and my maternal British
ancestry, that it is that tiny group of islands somewhere off the northwest coast of Europe who is supplying (or at least once supplied) Western musicology
with, at a bare minimum, two gigantic enigmas in the
world of music.
Anthony Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR HISTORY,
London: Faber and Faber, 1967, p.212.
Mr. Baines also cites the Spanish bagpipes as a strong
example of modern bagpipes whi.ch resemble the way
medieval bagpipes appear in pictures.
Seumas MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, Edinburgh: British
Broadcasting Corporation, 1968, p.ll
Mr. MacNeill states that, luckily, the solution to the
sustaining problem solved the loudness problem also.
The bag can create a high pressure for a longer time
than the human mouth. This can excite the reed more
and produce a constant fu,d stable volume of sound.
To have continous sound on a non-bagged reed, one must
learn the difficult art of breathing in through the nose
while still maintaining a blowing pressure in the mouth·
Anthony Baines in BAGPIPES (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1960) relates this anecdote, "Of all the bagpipes
existing today, it is the Spanish whiob is my own
favourite for playing on, mainly because for a busy
musician it is the least trouble to look after. Sometimes I give my visitors a tune on it. Their remark
is always the same:
'But I thought only the Scottish
had bagpipes.'" (p.13)
MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.12
Karl Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRU~ffiNTS, London: George
.Allan and Unwin, Ltd., 194), p.8)
SpanishMS Escorial j.b.2. Bibl. Escoriale, Madrid
ca. 1270
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11
12
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14
15
16

17
18
19
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Emanuel Winternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM IN WESTERN ART, London: Faber and Faber, 1967
p. 72
Anthony Baines, 'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds', MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS THROUGH THE AGES, Anthony Baines, editor,
London: Penguin, 1961, p.225
Anthony Baines, BAGPIPES, p.251
Paul Henry Lang, MUSIC IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION, New
York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1941, p. 239
David Munrow supports this opinion in INSTRUMENTS OF THE
MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE (London: Oxford University
Press, 1976, p. 4)
Bessaraboff, ANCIENT EUROPEAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.84
Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS, p.212
Sibyl Marcuse, A SURVEY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, London:
David and Charles, 1975, p.673
Ms. Marcuse notes that there are exceptions to the
second class mentioned. These exceptions are the
British small-pipe (Northumbrian or Northumberland
Small-pipes). and the French musette, which both have
cylindrical bores and double reeds. She adds that for
purposes of classification, stepped bores (made in two
or three joints of varying diameter) are considered to
be cylindrical.
Baines, BAGPIPES, p.l03
Anthony Baines, EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1966, pp.92-95
William A. Cocks, 'Bagpipe', GROVE'S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS, Eric Blom, editor, fifth edition, London:
Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1954, p.345
Percy A. Scholes, OXFORD COMPANION TO MUSIC, tenth
edition, ·London: Oxford University Press, 1970, p.65
Percy A. Scholes, THE CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF
MUSIC, London: Oxford University Press, 1952, p.40
An example of this would be the sly way Francis Collinson in ~'HE TRADITIONAL AND NATIONAL MUSIC OF SCOTLAND
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966) says that
"speculations on the origin of the bagpipe in Scotland
must be largely futile, as the· instrument is everywhere
so ancient as to be beyond the means of estimating
whether it was indigenous, or where otherwise it carne
from."
(p.159) He basically says that he doesn't
really know anything about the origin but he is open
to any theory that is currently popular since his statement is so open to easy manipulation.
This seems to happen to Francis Galpin's opinions every
so often.
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For the whole amzing story see John Garstang, THE LAND
OF THE HITTITES, London: Constable and Co., 1910
MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.9
Scholes, OXFORD COMPANION '1'0 MUSIC, p.65
Francis Collinson, THE BAGPIPE, London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1975, p.43
Curt Sachs, 'j'HE HISTORY OF MUSIC INSTRUMENTS, New York:
Norton and Co., 1940, p.141
'rhis is how a typical, self-made bagpipe organologist of
the Victorian Gaelic School of thought answered a wave
of criticism aimed towards the very foundations of that
school's most cherished ideas:
"We are now told that it is not a Highland instrument:
the harp is the Highland instrument. It is not even a
Scottish instrument: it is an English instrument, and
never was a favourite with the Lowlander, and cannot
therefore be the national instrument of Scotland. We
are further told -- and this by a Celt, and quite
recently, too, that it is not even of Celtic origin;
that we Highlanders took it from the Lowlander, Who in
turn borrowed it from the Anglo-Saxon: all of Which is,
to put it mildly, so much ignorant twaddle and tommyrot.

27
28

29
30
31
32
33

1I

Alexander Duncan Fraser, SOME REMINISCENCES AND THE
BAGPIPE, Falkirk: John Callander, 1907, p.103
Kathleen Schlessinger, 'Bagpipes', ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANICA, eleventh edition, Cambridge: University Press,
1910
Francis Galpin in A TEX'I'BOOK OF EUROPEAN MUSICAL INSTRUr,iENTS (London: IrJilliams and Norgate Ltd., 1937, p.203)
gives his explanation of the absence of the blowpipe
as being either an accidental breakage of the physical
remains or reason concerning artistic purpose. Never
once does Galpin consider it an instrument on its own.
Gerald Abraham, THE CONCISE OXFORD HIS'I'ORY OF MUSIC.
London: Oxford University Press, 1979, p.44
Glasgow University Library, Special Collections, MS.
U.3.2.f. 2IV, p.21 (has penciled in page numbers)
Alexander Buchner, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS THROUGH THE AGES,
translated by Iris Urwin, London: Spring Books, 1957
Plate 99
+0
The above list is no where closeAexhaustive. I find it
significant that I could find so many references under
such a short budget and even shorter duration of time.
see note 28
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J4 Since tangents to tangents are very unorthodox, I will
try to be brief. '!'he idea of syrinx (..,. panpipe~flute)
made me start thinking about the relationship or the
flute (or syrinx or panpipe) to the bag. W.L. Manson
in ~'HE HIGHLAND BAGPIPE (Paisley: Alexander Gardner,
1901) said that "Nero played a flute with a bladder
under the performer's arm." (p. J4). 'j'ha t can be disregarded since in the translation of Latin until recently, the words for pipes (tibiae) have been consistantly rendered as flutes. I'he intrepretation that
tibiae means reedpipes and not flutes, in this respect,
is in part proven by Dio Chrysostom's remark that the'
player of a tibia utricularus (bagpipes as opposed to
a flute with a bag) would avoid the facial contortions
that are inevitable with the antique way of blowing a
reed pipe -- i.e., open reed with mouth covering all
of the reed and using the cheeks as the air reservoir
(the physical condition is called 'the reproach of
Athena' because of the myth concerning the creation of
the reed as a musical instrument). What Manson means,
then, is a reedpipe and bag -- basically what a layman
would call a bagpipe and does not interest us in this
footnote.
Once we get past the translation problems we find
a small core of scholars who are interested about this
connection between the flute and the bag. Charles
Burney in his GENERAL HISTORY OF MUSIC (London: N.P.,
1789, p.J89) went as far to say that it was probable
that the union of the bagpipe with the syrinx suggested
the first idea of, an organ. In 1916, Charles Villiers
Stanford and Cecil Forsyth in A HISTORY OF MUSIC (London:
MacMillan and Co., 1916, revised 1940, p.7J) said that
it was that attempt to play the syrinx mechanically, as
the reedpipe had, that led our ancestors to invent the
organ. It seems that the most primitive organ was
actually blovm by human lung power. James E. Matthew in
MAI'IUAL OF r,lUSIGAL HISTORY (London: H. Grevel and Co.,
1892, p.J7) tells of two attendents who were needed to
blow alternately to keep up the wind pressure. Kathleen
Schlessinger in her bagpipe article in the tenth edition
of the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANICA (1910) mentioned that the
bagpipe "forms the link between the Syrinx and the
primitive organ, by furnishing the principle of the
reservoir for the wind-supply." (p.202). A year later
David James Blaikley, in his article "Che Single and )
Double Reed Instruments' in ENGLISH MUSIC (London:
Walter Scott Publishing Co., second edition, 1911, p.J4J)
refers to a source which says that the bagpipe is the
organ reduced to its most simple expression. The latest
contribution to this running saga sums up the historical
development'of this relationship between bagpipe and
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organ. Gerald Abraham in the CONCISE OXFORD HISTORY
OF MUSIC says that the panpipes turned out to be the
ancestor of the organ while the reedpipe begat the
bagpipe once the bag grinciple was applied to both.
(p.3). He adds later,O~{~ mystery which still haunts
bagpipe 9rganology, that the bellows were added to the
bagflute sometime between B.C.E. and C.E., thus creating the hydraulos, while the bagpipes had to wait until
the late sixteenth century C.E. for bellows. (p.45,46).
Francis W. Galpin, OLD ENGLISH INSTRUMENTS OF MUSIC,
London: Methuen and Co., 1910, p.67
Galpin, TEXTBOOK OF EUROPEAN MUSICAL INSTRUMEN1'S, p. 203
Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.141
Collinson, BAGPIPE, p.77
Cocks, 'Bagpipe', GROVE'S DICTIONARY, p.353
Including a copy of the Greek version which was so
kindly translated for me by an indifferent observer.
~acNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.10
Galpin, fEXTBOOK OF EUROPEAN MUS ICAL INS'fRUMENTS, p. 203
Martial, EPIGRAMS, Loeb's Classical Library, X.3.8
Burney, GENERAL HIS1'ORY OF MUSIC, p. 388
Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.141
Willi Apel, HARVARD DICTIONARY OF MUSIC, Harvard University Press, 1944 (17th printing 1966), p.66
see also: Willi Apel, HARVARD DICTIONARY OF MUSIC,
London: Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1970 (2nd ed.)
MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.10
Scholes, OXFORD COMPANION, p.70
Collinson, BAGPIPE, p.45
Abraham, CONCISE OXFORD HISTORY OF MUSIC,p.44
Winternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM,
p.154
John Caldwell, MEDIEVAL MUSIC, London: Hutchinson, 1978
p.91
Henry George Farmer, MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND, London:
William Reeves, 1930, p.12
J.S. Manifold, 'fHE MUSIC IN ENGLISH DRAMA, Londonl
Rockliff, 1956, p.64
Roger Bragard and Ferdinand J. Detten, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN ART AND HISTORY, translated by Bill Hopkins,
-London: Barne and Rockliff, 1968, p.31
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55
56
57
58
59
60

61
62
6J
64
65
66

67
68

69
70

71
72
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Robert Donnington. THE INSTRUMENTS OF MUSIC, London.
Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1951 (second edition), p.l07
Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. p.6J
Marcuse, SURVEY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.67 4
Galpin, TEXTBOOK, p.204
Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p. 141
Frank Ll. Harrison and J. A. Westrup. COLLINS ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC, second edit~on, revised by Conrad
Wilson, London: William Collins and Sons Ltd., 1976
p.51
Emanuel Winternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE WESTERN
WORLD, London: Thames and Hudson, 1966 p.198
Sibyl Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMNTS: A COMPREHENSIVE
DICTIONARY, New York: Norton Library. 1964 (corrected
edition 1975) p.JO
Marcuse, SURVEY, p.67J
Baines, 'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds', p.226
Winternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM, p.lll
The doc~mented evidence for a definite bagpipe is ca.l00
C.E. Baines argues for a bagpipe just after or just before the advent of the Chr~ain Era. Winternitz continues on with how Nero played the tibia utricularis.
Nero was the emperor of Rome in 100 C.E.
Wintemitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE WESTERN WORLD,p.lll
"The nimbus of the Bagpipes paled in the sixteenth century.
They no longer were the instruments of princes; they were
only used by shepherds, soldiers on the march. or dancing
peasants."
Geiringer. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.1Jl
Cocke, 'Bagpipe', GROVES DICTIONARY, p.J49
A good example is the Highland Bagpipe. Though additions
have been made (drones, different building materials,
keys, etc.), the instrument is still basically the same
type of keyless. limited range instrument anyone could
make in their backyard if they had a few common tools. a
thin tree and a sheep.
It is also one of the most simplest and cheapest and
easiest instruments to make.
Douglas Kennedy, ENGLISH FOLK DANCING, London: G.Bell and
Sons Ltd., 1964. p.95
.
Mary Remnant, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE WEST, London.
B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1978, p.1J6
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Baines, 'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds', p.224
Manson, THE HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.46
Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.83
Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.87
It was never carried out.
Gustav Reese, MUSIC IN THE RENAISSANCE, London: J.M.
Dent, 1954 p.57
Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.78
Galpin, TEXTBOOK, p.204
It shows four drones in existence for the thirteenth century. Most liberal musicologists give fourteenth century
as the int~duction of the first or second drone.
Winternita, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR STI~BOLISM, p.72
Starting on page 33 and ending on page 34.
Winternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM, p.69
Alexander John Ellis, THE MUSICAL SCALES OF THE VARIOUS
NATIONS, London: no .... publisher, no date~x, p.74
Schlessinger, 'Bagpipe', ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANICA, p.203
Marcuse, SURVEY, p.676
Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.30
Marcuse, SURVEY, p.676
Galpin, OLB ENGLISH INSTRUMENTS, p.173
Cocks, 'Bagpipe', GROVE'S DICTIONARY, p.353
I could not find out who this man wast
Galpin, OLD ENGLISH INSTRUMENTS, p.174
Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.31
Ex~ples of ~ ~ the school of though~WOUld have to
be Fraser's quote in footnote 26 and William Grattan
Flood's statement in THE STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, London:
Walter Scott Publishing Co., 1911: "Archaeologists are
now agreed that much of the Roman civilization was due
to the Celts." (p.19)
They did go underground between the wars. An example
would be Bruce Seton in his essay "A History of the
Pipes' in THE PIPES OF WAR (Glasgow: Maclehose ,Jackson,
and Co., 1920). By Seton's time the Gaelic School was
under massive criticism. To combat this the School for
-the mfost pa~ tried to appear to be aware of modern
evidence yet also conclude with a definite Celtic conclusion. Seton wrote that "It is obvious . . . that the
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instrument is not peculiar to the Celtic races; that it
has maintained its hold on them so long after tee disappearance in other European nations is equally so. But
who introduced it into these favoured isles, whether the
Cruithne or Prydani or Picts or the later "C" Gaidheal
branch of the Celtic stem -- who shall say?" (p.10)
98 LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC, edited by Geoffry Hindley,
London: Hamlyn, 1971 p.47
99 How can Ellis hear an Arabic scale when LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA hears what they deem a natural Celtic scale? It is
just more proof of the sad state of confusion many parts
of modern musicology has found itself in.
100 A proog of how quickly the Celts could adapt external influences is shown in the observation of Maurice Lindsay
in his article 'Folk Music, Scottish' in GROVE'S
DICTIONARY, fifth edition. He wrote "it comes as something of a surprise to discover that there is no old
Gaelic word for d~cing (those in use now are import
tation)."
(p.350)
101 MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.10
102 Collinson, BAGPIPE, p.46
103 Alexander Duncan Fraser in SOME REMINISCENCES gives one
of the ultimate Gaelic School anecdotes which illustrate
not only i his view on the possibility of Egyptian
origin for the bagpipes but also his personal view on
some members of the human race who support the
Egyptian origin theory. He writes, "While discusv.ng the
Piob mhor or Great War Pipe of the Highlands, he ~aird
of Melford, Capt. Stoddart M'Lellan] suddenly aSked me,
'Where do ypu think the Pipes came from originally?'
I answered cautiously, 'Where?'
'From Egypt, of coursel' he replied.
'It is the
sistrum of E~t. Ie was at a meeting lately in London
of pipers wit ne or two others interested in the Bagpipe
and we came t the conclusion that it came originally
I
from Egypt.'
I did not tell him that the Egyptian Pipe was nothing
more or less than the Greek sumphonia, a borrowed instrument, but I said, 'You are acquainted, I believe,
with Eastern peoples, and speak several of their
languages, and you have also studied, more of less, Egypt~
ian hieroglyphics? Have you ever seen a Bagpiper in
hieroglyphic?'
'No I '
'Then why ascribe its origin to the Egyptians?'
'Well, you see, we came to that conclusion in London,' which was no argument, Whatever, but the best
which the gallant Captain could advance." (pp.232-233)
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104 Examples of this would be Anthony Baines' position in
his article 'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds' in MUSICAL
INSTRUNffiNTS THROUGH THE AGES (p.160) that the bagpipes
most likely were reinvented in the MIddle Ages, but
basically only then. Thus dividing east and west bagpipes
genetically. Collinson, on the other hand, goes more
extreme. In TRADITIONAL AND NATIONAL MUSIC (p.160), he
accepts the possibility of the point that the bagpipe
was re-invented independently in many places. He uses
this as the foundation for his claim to the modern
Gaelic School of thought. He writes," In the face of . .
evidence that the bagpipe has obvious been invented independently in many cQuntries of the world, there is no
need to suppose that the bagpipe must necessarily have
benn intnbduced into Scotland from Qutside." (p.160)
105 MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.9
106 Random examples:
Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.141:
"The origin of the bagpipe is unknown."
Cocks, 'Bagpipe', GROVES DICTIONARY, p.353
"Of the earliest history of the bagpipe little or
nothing is known with certainty"
.
Collinson, TRADITONAL AND NATIONAL MUSIC, p.159
"Specua.ation on the origin of the bagpipe in Scotland
must be largely futile, as the instrument is everywhere
so ancient as to be beyond the means of establishing
whether it was indigenous, or where ~therwise it came
from. "
Marcuse, SURVEY, p.673
"Age and homeland of the bagpipe are unknown."
107 Baines, 'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds', p.224
108 Baines, BAGPIPES, p.61
109 Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.30
110 Baines, BAGPIPES, p.57
111 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.62,64, and 75
112 ?
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Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.126
113 Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS, ~.197
114
Anthony Baines supports for the most part that the hornpipe developed into the bagpipe after the atlition of the
bag (see 'Ancient and Folk ~ackgrounds, p.224 and WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS p.197), while Sibyl Marcuse does not.
She writes. "In some areas the pi12e [horn"f'ipe] is
. bggom~HgW~tRn~fb~m~diRt8V~d~a~±~glab~~~H~tngr'othUS
not there is a bag, the instrument 1S still called·hornpipe." MUSICA~ INSTRUMEWfS, p.247
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115 Baines, BAGPIPES, p.60
116 Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS, p.19?
11? From its first allusions Z. in Chaucer to John Leyden's
COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLAND (1548)
118 Baines, 'Ancient and Folk Backrgrounds', p.224
119 Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.56
120 ibid.
Bessaraboff in ANCIENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS agrees, but
he refers to the crumhorn as a cromorne, and calls the
difference between the Platerspiel (blatterpipe) and
cromorne as "typological." (p.393)
121 Munrow, INSTRUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES, p.l1
Galpin raises doubts on this. In OLD ENGLISH MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
he wrote, "The author of the COMPLAYNT OF
SCOTLAND (1548) appears to allude to the yet simpler
form of the instrument, which was known in Germany as the
Platerspiel • . . it may be, however, that he is only describing the droneless bagpipe which still lingered in
use in the s~xteenth century." (p.1??)
122 It is made by fixing a mouthpipe and a miniature woodpr
cane single reed chanter in an ordinary rubber balloon.
123 Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS, p.218
124 Galpin, TEXTBOOK, p.203. He also wrote that he believed
the Greek fifth century B.C.E. Physallis to be "probably
the blatter-pipe form."
125 ibid., p.203
126 Marcuse, SURVEY, p.6?4
12? Most notable: Gerald Hayes in 'Instruments and Instrumental Notation' in THE NEW OXFORD HISTORY OF MUSIC: IV
THE AGE OF HUMANISM. 1540-1630. Edited by Gerald
k~raham, London: Oxford University Press, 1968
p.4?8
128 Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.283
129aBragard and DeHen, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.59
129bMunrow, INSTRUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES, p.ll
130 Baines, BAGPIPES, p.l?
131 Collinson finds it more proof of possible Egyptian
origin. His reasoning it that since Egypt was then controlled by Rome, no doubt the idea would be channelled
there immediately.(p.46) He also connects the Roman
. tibia utricularis with the modern Italian zampogna (p.46)
132 Suetonius, LIVES OF THE CAESARS, Nero
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133 Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.141
1]4 see note 34
135 Schlessinger, 'Bagpipes', ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANICA (1910)
p. 205
136.0RATONES, translated by H. lamar Crosby, Loeb's Classical Library, 7.xxi.9
137 Cocks, 'Bagpipe', GROVE'S DICTIONARY
"Chrysostom's Nero 'putting a skin bag under his arm
in order to avoid the disfigurement of Athena' might
possibly be taken to suggest the early use of the
bellows, for a bag blown by the mouth would not avoid
the straining of the player'S cheeks." p.353
138 see pages 16-18 above about the askaulos.
139 Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRmnENTS, p.63 cites a different
traditon. He staa.ts that Nero introduced· the bagpipe
into the army, although the bagpipe was already known
during Caesar's time. He gives no sources.
140 Scholes, OXFORD COMPANION, p,65
141 Procopius, DE BELLO GOTHICO, lib.ii.c.23, Loeb's Classical Library.
142 John Graham Da~yell, MUSICAL MEMOIRS OF SCOTLAND, Edinburgh: Thomas G. Stevenson, 1849 p.380
4
1 3 MacNeill, PIOBAIREACHD, p.l0.
Seumas MacNeill was a supporter of this In 1968.
144 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.61
145 The Procopius passage 1S
• in DE BELLO GOTHICD (VI, xxiii,
19-23). It states 'leather and very thin wood.' How
this consitutas a bagpipe or even a light cavalry
trumpet is beyond me.
146 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.56
147 ibid., p.60, 160
148
Collinson, TRADITIONAL AND NATIONAL MUSIC, p.160n..
Collinson writes that "R.L.C. Lorimer cites similarities to piob and Latin pipa."
149 I.A. Richmond, ROMAN AND NATIVE IN NORTH BRITAIN, London: Claredon Press, 1964 p.l09
Anthony Birley, LIFE IN ROMAN BRITAIN, London: Oxford
university Press, 1964 p.22,51
150 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.125
151 The Richborough Statue is now considered to be middle
ages or early Renaisance.
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152 Francis Collinson in BAGPIPES (1975) Athat these may
not actually be what they appear:ill to be. He writes,
"Some of these various representations . . . may of
course be regarded as classical motifs, belonging,
even in those days, to the far past and separated by
centuries from the daily life of the Romans living in
Britain during the occupation." (p.49)
153 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.55
154 Flood, STORY OF THE BAGPPE, p.28
John Grant, PIOBAIREACHD, Edinburgh: John Grant, 1915
p.17
155 Flood, STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, p.42
Seton, 'A History of the Pipes', PIPES OF WAR, p.ll
156 Collinson,TRADITIONAL AND NATIONAL MUSIC, p.160
157 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.59
158 ibid., p.60
He adds though, "The term 'Mediterranean race', however, does not necessarily denote direct contact with
Egypt; so we are still left with a large gap in the
jig-saw puzzle." (p.60)
159 In the ancient Scottish chronicles there are legends
concerning the founders of the Scottish nation. It
is the legend recorded by Andrew of Wyntoun and John
of Fordun whihh provides the most interest to this
paper. I might also add that I first heard this
folk legend from a t09r guide after a guided tour of
Holyrood Palace in Edinburgh. It is said that one,
Gedeyl-Glays, came from Scythia somewhere north of
the Black Sea and that he received the hand of the
daughter of the ruling Pharoah of Egypt, the Princess Scota, as reward for his help against the
Israelites within the Egyptian borders. (In some
versions Princess Scotia was the woman who found
Moses in the bulrushes). One. of his sons was said
to have been among the Egyptians drowned in the waters
of the Red Sea after the Israelites had got across.
In the Egyptians' hostility to all immigrants after
the Israelite incident (or probably the Hyksos invasions of Egypt) Gedeyl-Glays was politely asked to
take leave of Egypt. He and his. Egyptian wife, the
Princess Scota, settled in Spain, where eventually he
died. His son by Scota, Hyber, went to Ireland and
colonized it under the name of Hibernia. ~From there
the children of Scota, by then known as the Scots,
migrated in their turn across the short sea passage to
Dalriada, on the mainland of the country to become
known as Scotland (brinsing with them their ancient
Stone of Destiny that was originally taken by Scota
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as a 'reminder of home').
Since the time schedule fits so well with the
pre-Celtic migrations it is a pity that the story of
Gedeyl-Glays and the Princess Scota are complete
fable. But it is not impossible that the ancient
chronicles have as their basis the folk memory or
tradition of an east-west migration, into whihn this
colourful though purely imagined history of the
Scottish race has been embroidered: How much so
though is impossible to say.
160 Remnant, MUSICAL INSTRmmNTS, wrote, "While this simple bagpipe continued in use some time, the most
usual medieval type had appeared by 1250. '['his had the
bag, mouthpiece, and chanter as before, but also a
drone pipe, whihb. became one'of the most important
characteristics of the instrument." (p.135,136)
161 Farmer, MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND, p.ll'
He places this change of opinion between 1124-1424.
162 Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.83
163 Ba~nes,'Ancient and Folk Backgrounds', MUSICAL INSTRU'MENTS, p. 227 , 228
164 LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC, p.56
165 This is what Sibyl Marcuse calls this source. Others
usually call it St. Jerome or Jerome. I prefer Ms.
Marcuse's since it seperates the Saint from the
forgery.
166 ap. Opera, tom.V.col.192 (information from Dalyell,
MUSICAL ~lliMOIRS)
,
167 Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRU~ffiNTS, p.281
168 Marcuse in SURVEY tells that the description given in
the letter also fits a blatterpipe. Is the chorus
a bagpipe or a blatterpipe? This question would be
meaningless to some musicologists, yet to others it
would be one of the most crucial question concernitlg
the Pseudo-Jerome letter -- apart from affixing the
proper date to it.
169 Marcuse, SURVEY, p.674
She also states that Cotton's views were repeated by
Jerome of Moravia in the thirteenth century.
170 Gustav Reese, MUSIC IN THE MIDDLE AGES, London: J.M.
Dent and Sons Ltd., 1940, p.409
171 But then England was very Plantagenet during the
times of Cotton. Actually the problem was not whether
Joannes was English, but how French was England at
that time. Ghengis Kha.."l was neither -- to my knowledge.
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172 Even though quite alot of what happened in England was
France oriented (or Norman), very little of what was
French was oriented towards England. France was
egocentrical even then.
173 Marcuse, SURVEY, P.674
174 This is just the start of disagreements.
Manson in HIGHLAND BAGPIPE (p.35) says 1118 and Flood
in STORY OF THE BAGPIPE (p.31) says 1185. They don't
even agree~where the information was gl~aned. These
are the names of the texts the information may have
come from: DESCRIPTO CAMBRENSIS, TOPOGRAPHIA HIBERNIAe,
ot ITINERARIUM CAMBRIAE.
175 Farmer, MUSIC IN N:EDIEVAL SCOTLAND, p.l0
W.S. GWynn Williams, WELSH NATIONAL rflUS IC AND DANCE, London: J. Curwen and Sons Ltd. 1933 p.39
Flood, STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, p.24
Fraser, SO~~ REMINISCENES, p.351
Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.82
Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.98
The actual Latin is:
Hibernia quidem duobus tantum utitur at clelectatur
instrumentis cythera salicete at tympano; Scotia
tribus, cythera, tympano, at choro; Gwallia vero
cythera, tibiis at choro.
176 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.82
177 Manson, HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.62
178 Galpin, OLD ENGLISH, p.175
179 Reese, MUSIC IN THE MIDDLE AGES, p.407
180 Marcuse, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.98
181 Donald Jay Grou~, A HISTORY OF WESTERN MUSIC, London:
J. M. Dent and Sons Ltd, 1973, p.72
182 Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRU~mNTS, p.83
183 Baines in WOOD~JIND INSTRlm1ENTS wrote "the common medieval bagpipe appears in pictures so'much like many
\~estern bagpipes of today that it is reasonable to suppose that it resembled them in important details." p.212
184 Munrow, INSTRur,lENTS OF THE rl1IDDLE AGES, p.l0
185 The example of GUillaume~Machaut. In a personal letter
concerning his ballade 'Ne's Que On Perroit' he wrote
that its nature was to played on organ, bagpipes or
other instruments. This implies bagpipes in a polyphonic setting"if not a polyphonic reality.
Gilbert Reaney, tArs Nova in France,' T~~ NEW OXFORD
HISTORY OF MUSIC: III ARS NOVA AND THE RENAISSAi'lCE
1}00-1540, edited by Dam Anselm Hughes and Gerald Abraham. London: Ox£ord University Press, 1960 p.25
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Gilbert Reaney, GUILLAUME DE WillCHAUT, London: Oxford
University Press, 1971 p.16
Yvonne Rokseth, 'The Instrumental Music of the middle
Ages and Early Sixteenth Century', THE NEW OXFORD HISTORY OF MUSIC: III ARS NOVA AND THE RENAISSANCE 13001540, edited by Dom Anselm Hughes and Gerald Abraham,
London: Oxford University Press, p.419
Sachs, HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, p.283
About this 'aristocratic variety', Emanuel Winternitz
wrote in MUSICAL INS'I'RUMENTS AND 'tHEIR SYlImOLISM that
'''1'he fashionable shepherds, smelling rather of perfume
than of the stable, took over the pastoral bagpipe,
along with the hats and ribbons. ~his folk instrument,
as it then was, did not, of course, fit the hands of
courtiers. It had to be refined: its most awkward
heavy parts, particularly the drones, were reduced; the
chanter became smaller in size and sweeter in tone and
received more conveniently spaced fingerholes and, late~
even keys; and, as mentioned before, the blowpipe, unbecoming to a lady's mouth, was replaced by bellows.
'l'hus arose the musette, which remained in vogue from
the early seventeenth century ,t
j until almost the
end of the Ancien Regime." (p.80)
The common practices period is considered that period
in music where the ordered fads of the day took root.
~his would include the Baroque, Classical, Romantic
and some of the Impressionist Schools. Approximately 1600 to 1900.
Farmer, MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND, p.l0
Reese in MUSIC IN THE MIDDLE AGES wrote that '''rhe whole
subject of the use of instruments in church music is _
beclouded by the symbolic references to instruments,
common in medieval writings. Some authors -- whether
for symbolic or encyclopedic reasons -- mention instruments no longer in use or else fundamentally changed"
(p.124) "It is not always possible . . . to know
whether an instrument is being mentioned as a mystic
symbol or as a source of musical sound. On the other
hand, there are so many miniatures a~d larger representations suggesting the practical use of instruments,
some'times even illustrating different stages in their
history . . . that it seems not unreasonable, in doubtful passage, slightly to favor a musical rather than a
mystical interpretation." {p.124)
Flood, STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, p.35
This idea could have come ~t in many ways. Collinson
in BAGRPES suggests this connection with England may
have to do with Henry VIII. He wrote, "Henry VIII
(1509-1547) is also an important monarch'in bagpipe
history. He was an accomplished musician and composer.
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Being the younger of two brothers and therefore not
expected to accede to the throne, he was intended by
his father for the Church, with a remote vi~w to
attaining the archbishopric of Canterbury. Music
therefore formed a necessary and special part of his
education." (p.95)
191 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.l02
Manson, HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.47
Flood, STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, p.50
192 Flood, S'WRY OF THE BAGIPIE, p.22
Manson, HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.158
Flood in S'I'ORY OF THE BAGPIPE writes "in John Knox's
HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION, under date of 1556, there
is an accotmt of the indignity offered to the statue
of St. Giles, patron saint of Edinburgh, by the zealots, to mark their disapproval of Roman Catholic
worship. It is stated that the statue was cast into
the North Loch of Edinburgh, in order to prevent it
being borne in proSession at a Catholic festival.
However, another image of St. Giles was borrowed from
the Franciscans Friars, and we read that 'the pr~
cession, led by the Queen Regent, was attended by
bagpipes' and other instruments." (p.64)
Previous to this, Manson in HIGHLAND BAGPIPE mentions
another interesting procession in 1529. He writes,
"At a procession in Brussels in 1529 in honour of the
Virgin Mary, 'many wild beasts danced round a cage
containing two apes playing on the bagpipes.'" He
adds cautiously, "'This statement may be taken for what
it is worth. It is difficult to construct a theory
that will explain it." (p.46)
193 Galpin, OLD ENGLISH INSTRUijlENTS, p.176,177
This is also in Dalyell's MUSICAL MEMOIRS.
194 Alec Harman and Wilfrid Mellers, MAN ~~D HIS MUSIC,
London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1962 p.93
195 Seton, 'A History of the Pipes', p.13
196 Francis Collinoson mentions the ,tradition of the bagpipes being used in the Battle of Bannockburn (1314).
He wrote in BAGPIPES that "History (as distinct from
tradition) is silent abo~t the presence of the
Scottish pipes uppo the field of Bannockburn and mentions only trumpets and horns at the battle." (p.89)
He refered to John Barbour's work and goes into more
detail in TRADITIONAL AND NKrIONAL MUSIC by writing,
"bagpipes are not mentioned by Barbour, who only
writes of horns and trumpets; and there seems to be no
actual historical evidence of the bagpipes being play~d
at the battle. It was however probably not till about
1375 that ,Barbour wrote (he is thought no~ to have
been born until about two years after the battle) and
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it was perhaps too long after it to be trustworthy
about such &usical details." (p.89)
197 George Buchanan, RERU1>l SCOTICARUM HIS'rGRIA, '7
2
'
, • , Edinburgh:
Alexandi Arbutlmeti, 1583
For an English translation see George Buchanan, HISTORY
OF SCOTLAND FROM IP£ EARLIEST PERIOD, ~ranslated by
James Aikman, Gl~sgow: Blackie and Son, 1845 volume
one, chapter thirty-three.
'
The statement made in the paper is not entirely true,
though. There was an earlier non-Traditional docQrnentation. It was Beague's L'HIS10IRE DE LA GUERRE
D'ECOSSE (Paris, 1556). Beague, a French military
office{, in 1549 visited Edinburgh and observed that
the 'w~ld Scots . . . encouraged themselves to arms by
the sound of their bagpipes.' (as translated by W.H.
Gr~ttan Flood in the S~ORY OF THE BAGPIPES, p.64).
It
was not cited in the main' text because he was not a
native of Britain. The quote is refered to in Manson's
HIGHLfu~D BAGPIPES p.48
198 'rhe Battle of Balrinnes is the only ballad iri Lowlands
Scots to make specific mention of the bagpi~es in
battle. It was first printed in 1681 in Ed1lnburgh and
was almost certainly of a later composition than the
period of the battle itself.
Collinson, BAGPIPES,p.131
199apeter Hunte Brown, HISTOR OF SCO'L'LAND, Cambridge: University Press, 1911 Volume III, p.261
199bMackenzie, HISTORY OF SCOl"LAND, London: n.p. no page
numbers
200 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.138
201 Ann Grant of Lagga~, ESSAYS ON THE SURERSTI'LIONS OF THE
HIGHLANDERS OF SCOTLAND, Edinburgh: n.p., 1811, volume
two, p.201
202 Manson, HIGHL~~D BAGPIPE, p,23-24
203 other-,examples of the bardS2 reactions are given in
Manson's HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.26
20 L,
The song which the bard would perform to instill the
warriors with the spirit of battle.
205 Derick S, Thompson, CELTIC STUDIES, London: Faber and
Faber, 1968 p.147
206 J.F.Campbell, POPULAR TALES OF WESTEP~ HIGHLANDERS,
Edinburgh: n.p. 1862, volume four, p.56
207 Farmer,MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SOCTLAND, polO
208 Joseph Strytt, THE SPOR1S AND PASTI~ES OF T¥£ PEOPLE OF
, ENGLAND, London: ToBensley, 1801, po135
J'
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209 Trends had been pointing toward this before the Norman invasion (1066) and the Norman influence reaching
North Britain (1124).
Farmer in MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND tells us (p.12)
that in the coronation of Malcolm Canmore in 1057, the
hea.d minstrel usurped the old Celtic sennachie -- the
Scottish bard.
210 'J-he first noticeable change was in the nomenclature.
The old Celtic term bard and the Anglo-Saxon designation scop passed quickly out of existence in favour
of the No~man word minstrel. The Celtic instrument
known as the clairseach suddenly was referred to as the
harp. ~he wandering musician brought into use a number of new instruments tike the rybybe, lute, naker,
and tabor.
211 Farmer, MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL CCOTLAND. p.14
212 Collinson, BAGPIPES. p.88
He adds that "In Engla.>'1d.' under their various titles of
min estral , joculator regis, jongleur, jugleur, and
others, minstrels can be traced back to the Domesday Book (1085-1086)." (p.88)
.
21) RECORDS OF THE ROYAL BURGH OF LANARK, Glasgow: Glasgow, 1893 year 1566
214 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.89
215 Farmer, MUSIC IN MEDIEVAL SCOTLAND, p.18
216 Flood, THE STORY OF THE BAGPIPE, p.68
217 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.98
218 The Hastie family (the traditional burgh pipers of
Jedburgh) still hold the Piper's House in Duck Row
at the foot of Jedburgh's Canongate.
219 A mark or a merk was worth Us 4d in Scotland or 13-ird
Sterling (England)
220 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p. 98
"!h..t
221 The lists of freemen of York show~no fewer that 101
entries referring to persons of the name of I'Jayt( e) ,
Wakeman, Waite, or Wate, were admitted betweBn the
years 1272-and 1759.
John Hawkins, GENERAL HISTORY OF TF~ SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF MUSIC, London: J.Alfred Novello, 1853, rep.
1875, volume one p.271
222 Collinson, BAGPIPES, p.97
223 Lyndsay G. Langwill, 'Waits', GROVES DICTIONARY OF
MUSIC AND MUSICIfu~S, fifth edition, 1954 p.130
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'rhe account is of interest for its description of the
wayte (wait) or musical watchman whose duty it was to
make his rounds sounding his pipe, at stated times
during the night. The wayte was the forerunner of the
tovm waits and town pipers.
225 Langwill, 'Waits', p.128
226 John Knox, HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION IN SCOTLAND,
Edinburgh: John Pickman, 1556, volume one, p.127
227 This is best shovm in the Kirk Sessions Registers. All
over the .country their are entries concerning unfortumate pipers being "comperit," "summondit," "admoneist,1l "delated," Ilaccusit,lI Uordanit to forbear,"

"inhibit," "requirit to find caution," "continewit",
and even "banest" for playing their pipes "out of turn"
I would like to add that 'continewit' meant to be
condemned to languish in the jailor in the Church
steeple ..
228 The Kirk Session Registers of Elgin are significant
in showing a number of instances of this.
In Elgin in 1592, James Roy, a bagpiper was: "accusit
for ganging thru the toun playing of his gryit pyipe
in the nycht season . . . and lykwayes for playing this
last Sonday upon his gryit pyip at efternone in tyme
of preaching . . . and thairfor thai [the Kirk Session]
appoint him to stand in the hairclayth on Sonday nixt
and ma!".'his repentance publiclie and that he remain in
the steeple till he find caution to do ·the same."
A resident in the burgh of Elgin in 1593 who was named
Tiberius Winchester was 'comperit' for -gypsing through
the toun" on Dec. 27 accompanied by a piper."
.
Five days before Christmas of 1599, the Kirk Session
Register of Elgin issued a.YJ. edict prohibiting football,
snowball fights, singing carols, bagpiping, violing and
dancing.
In 1601, at Elgin, Alexander Thome was not only cautioned for piping on the night of twenty-fourth June to
the dancing of Agnes Pyerie, but he was ordered by
the Kirk Session to marry the girl in the morningl
229 The Kirk Session Registers of Perth and Stirling of
1592 and 1648 respectively record that no bagpipers
were allowed at wedding festivities.
230 In the year 1570, three pipers in St. Andrews were
admonished to keep the Sabbath holy, then to attend
sermon and on Wednesday and also to abstain from
playing on the streets after supper or during the
night. (St. Andrews Kirk Session Register !'liS. 10th
March 1590)
In the years·1591 and 1593, George Bennett and James
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Brakenrig. pipers in the I'Jater of Leith, promised to
abstain from playing on the bagpipe on Sundays. In
1595 and 1596, ~homas Cairns, another piper in Water
of Leith, along with others, fell under animadversion
for playing and dancing on Sunday. William Aiken, in
Braid, also pledged himself "never to profane the
Sabbath day in playing with his pipes." (St. Cuthbert
Kirk Session Register MS. 30th Oct. 1591, 19th Apr.
1593, 19th Feb. 1596, 12-19th Aug. and 2nd Sept. 1596,
24th July 1600)
The Kirk Session Register of Holyrood House records
that the minister found two women of his congregation
drunk on a week day and dancing with a piper playing
to them.
The Privy Council Record MS. 1597-1580 p.422 shows
that in 1597 a complaint was made against William
Stewart for bringing "into the Kirk-yard tua' or three
pyperis, and thereby drew in grit nowmer of people
to dans befoir the Kirk dur, in tyme of prayeris, he
being alwayis the ring-Ieadar himself.'"
Much wild play concelning bagpipers seem to have prevailed in the neighbourhood on Trinity Sunday 1599
according to the st. Andrews Kirk Session Register
MS. for 30th May 1599.
Playing on the highland pipe founded the charge of
misdemeanor against a piper in the year 1623. (Perth
Kirk Session Register, MS. 30th Oct. 162J).
Popular belief in the seventeenth century labelled the
pipes as the Devil's favourite musical instrument. In
1679 some unlucky women were burned at Bo'ness for
socery and they were accused, among other things of
"meeting Satan and other witches, at the cross of
Murestane, above Kinneil, where they all danced and
the Devil acted as piper." Manson, HIGHLAND BAGPIPE,
p.223
'
Paul Day Hilbrich, AESTHETICS OF THE COUNTER-REFORMATI~N AND RELIGIOUS PAINTING AND MUSIC IN BOLOGNA
1565-1615 (thesis), Ohio University, 1969 gives a
good view on the situation of music in the Church during the counter reformation.
Geiringer, MUSICAL INSTRillllliNTS, p.131
G. Fenwic]c Jones, 'Wi ttenwiler' s Becki and the Medieval
Bagpipe', JOURNAL OF ENGLISH .~jD GERMANIC PHILOLOGY 48
(1949) 209-28 discusses the social status of the bagpipe and E.A. Block 'Chaucer's millers a~d their bagpipes' SPECU Lm~ 29 (1954) discusses how the bagpipe
got to generally symbolize gluttony ~~d,lechery. Block
also discusses the bagpipe's use in Chauser.
MacNiell, PIOBAIREACHD, p.13

236 Manson, HIGHLAND BAGPIPE, p.151
237 It is interesting to note that though·the bagpipe found
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temporary upperclass popularity in France, it found no
such luck in Britain. By the later Middle Ages it was
an instrument. definitely not in favour with the upper
classes. Eventually the bagpipe was detached from the
general lower masses when it was rejected by the
Southern English. Today the bagpipe exists only in the
north as a legitimate traditional instrument.
Lang, MUSIC IN ~lliSTERN CIVILIZATION, p.J01
Bessaraboff' in
. ANCIEN'I" EUROPEAN MUSICAL
INSTRur.mNTS writes that "The· music of the bagpipes,
especial~y that of' the Scotch Highland bagpipe, affects
I
the emo~ons strongly. It is passionately loved by manydn~
disliked just as intensely by others. The perpetual
pedal of' the drones induces a philosophical calm in~
lovers of the bagpipe and completely unnerves the
haters. Paradqxically, the chanters in this dialectical entity, so prosaically called the bagpipe, supply
the excitement of' change. Perhaps this strident antithetic juxtaposition of' such contrasting elements may
provide a clue to the violent emotional reactions to
bagpipe music." (p.84)
The b~p~ was mainly a herdsman's instrument in the
Early Wtiddle Ages; for th~t reason it was introduced ~
into Christmas music, and~well into Modern times
musicians have imitated the peculiar effect of the bass
drone with a melody, in order to evoke the mood of
Christmns.
Flood in STORY OF THE BAGPIPE writes, "The Irish may
claim the invention of the musical form knO\VTI as
'pedal point' or 'drone bass' -- that is, the sustainin3
of the keynote, ot tonic, as an accompaniment to the
melody. Guido gives a specimen of this primitive form
of harmony in his WICROLOGUS, and the bagpipe may be
regarded as the substratum of the modern harmonic
scale." (p.24)
\'Jinternitz, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND 'I'HEIR SYMBOLISM,
p.71
Stanford and Forsyth, HISTORY OF MUSIC, p.119
M. Vogel, 'Zum Ursprung der r.iehrstimmigkeit' KIRCHENMUSIKALISHES JAHRBUCH 49 (1965) 57-64- investigates the
relation between organum and organon and also examines
the role of aulos, bagpipe and organ.
The Loure (seventeenth century French dance) also takes
its name from an· earlier type" of bagpipe once popular
in France.
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246 Baines, WOODWIND INSTRUrnENTS, p.277
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